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Overview 

Executive Summary 

S.E. Learning Collaborative's 
Teacher/Student Partnerships for 

21st Century Learning 
Evaluation Report 

Executive Summary 

During the 1996-97 school year, the Southeast Leaming Collaborative 
proposed to develop a model program to foster Teacher/Student Partnerships 
for 2 r Century Learning using an Instructional Transformation through 
Technology (IT3) grant from the Minnesota Department of Children, Families 
and Leaming. The Southeast Leaming Collaborative (SLC) is a consortium of 
30 school districts, national and regional business partners, post-secondary 
educational institutions, Southeast Libraries Cooperating, Southern Minnesota 
Internet Group, KSMQ TV, and the Southeast Service Cooperative. 

The three main goals of the collaborative were for: 

• students to learn by active participation in problem-solving 
activities; 

• teachers to act as a guides, resources, and collaborative partners in 
learning; and 

• access to information to be global, immediate, up-to-date, and 
available to students, teachers, and the community, anytime, 
anyplace. 

To achieve these goals, the collaborative developed a program around five 
major components: connectivity, staff development, instructional technology 
use (NetWeavers) and support (TechMasters), and student information 
management systems. 

In October of 1996, the Southeast Leaming Collaborative enlisted the Center 
for Applied Research and Educational Improvement to conduct an evaluation 
of its program activities. This evaluation focused on: documenting program 
activities, evaluating progress for each of the four proj ect components, 
evaluating outcomes related to student learning, student achievement, and 
staff development, and disseminating evaluation results to the project staff and 
collaborative partners. 

The full report summarizes the results of the Southeast Leaming Collaborative 
evaluation that began in October, 1996 and concluded in October, 1997. This 
executive summary is organized around the major report sections. Section II 
describes the characteristics of participating districts. Sections III-VII 
summarize the participation, activities, progress and performance associated 
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with each of the five program components. The summary of Section VII 
presents issues raised in the previous sections that have implications for 
further development and implementation of projects using technology to build 
"Teacher/Student Partnerships for 21st Century Leaming." 

Section II: District Characteristics 

The 30 school districts in the collaborative varied in size, technology 
readiness, and level of project involvement. Although the smaller districts 
tended to limit their involvement to opportunities for technology training and 
connectivity activities, districts of all sizes implemented projects involving the 
instructional use of technology. Most of the project activity took place at the 
high school level although half of the districts also worked with the 
elementary and middle schools. Based on the number of students per 
computer, the majority of the districts had high levels of student accessibility 
to technology. Only three districts had student-computer ratios higher than the 
national average. In half of the districts, the installed computers were newer 
and had multimedia capabilities. 

Section III: Connectivity 

In an effort to enhance teaching and learning, the collaborative set out to 
create a regional learning network connecting southeast Minnesota teachers 
and students to each other and the world via personal and electronic means. 
The purpose of connecting sites through a regional learning network was to 
improve the dissemination of information, to foster collaborative teaching and 
learning activities, and to provide access to staff development opportunities. 

Participation 

Twenty-nine of the 30 districts reported activities related to connectivity. 

Activities 

The collaborative supported numerous activities and resources designed to 
connect participants with one another and with other interested parties. These 
included: meetings and conferences; newsletters and other publications; 
electronic resources including a project web page and three listservs; financial 
and technical support for connectivity activities; and staff development 
opportunities. At the district level, connectivity activities facilitated the 
electronic linkages between participants. These included: wiring buildings, 
installing Tl lines, setting up local area networks (LANs), connecting to wide 
area networks (W ANs), and training staff and students to use email, the 
Internet, and other instructional technology. 

Progress 

By the end of the project, districts had obtained the following connectivity 
status: 
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Executive Summary 

• Internet access. Over half of the districts reported that most or all of their 
classrooms were wired to the Internet and only two reported no Internet 
access in the classroom. Typically, a site had 3 dedicated phone lines with 
the number ranging from 0 to 12. 

• Computer access. Over half of the sites had at least one computer in each 
classroom. 

• Level of implementation. Of the 26 districts reporting their connectivity 
status, 8 were in the early stages with little or no technology infrastructure 
in place; 11 were in the intermediate stages with a building-wide 
infrastructure, some local area networks (LANs) in place, and an emphasis 
on completing LANs and purchasing additional computers; and 7 were in 
the advanced stages of connectivity with district-wide infrastructures, all 
classrooms and media centers linked internally through local area 
networks (LANs), and connections to wide area network (WAN) 
underway or completed. 

Districts noted several factors as impeding or facilitating their connectivity 
activities: 

• Barriers to Connectivity: technical problems, poor coordination and 
communication between service providers, lack of staff knowledge in 
networking, high and/or unanticipated costs, and limited time for 
implementation. 

• Support for Connectivity: adequate financing, technical support, 
availability of equipment, support from the administration and school 
board, and having staff trained on setting up and maintaining networks. 

Performance 

The purpose of connecting sites through a regional learning network was to 
improve the dissemination of information, to foster collaborative teaching and 
learning activities, and to provide access to staff development opportunities. 
(See Section IV below for a discussion of the staff development component.) 

• Connectivity. The collaborative assisted districts in getting connected to 
the Internet by offering technical support, email service and web servers, 
technology training, and access to related information. When sites were 
asked how important the collaborative was in helping them to achieve 
their connectivity goals, 22 of the 28 districts that responded felt the grant 
was "very important". 

• Dissemination. The collaborative utilized the Internet, print media, and 
direct contact to disseminate information to project partners. Districts 
rated the Techspo '96 conference as the most helpful source of information 
while the least helpful sources were those provided electronically (project 
web page and listservs). 
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• Teaching and Learning. The regional learning network expanded learning 
opportunities and facilitated the sharing of instructional resources as 
follows: 

~ Technology use. Although at different stages of connectivity, when 
asked if at least some of their teachers were using the new technology 
for instruction all of the districts reported use of the Internet and 19 
noted the use of email for instruction. Moreover, in 26 of the districts 
at least some teachers were using email to communicate with their 
colleagues. 

~ Personal Linkages. The collaborative was also successful in providing 
opportunities for teachers to meet other educators through project
sponsored conferences, workshops, and meetings. 

~ Electronic Linkages. Because districts were in the process of getting 
connected to the Internet, widespread electronic linkages between 
participating schools were not accomplished during the grant period. 
In addition, plans to establish an electronic data bank of instructional 
materials to be shared by districts did not come to fruition . 

~ Community Partnerships: Other plans for fostering connections were 
through the development of inter-district and community-based 
opportunities for learning. The latter occurred in several districts via 
NetWeaver and TechMaster projects. 

Section IV: Staff Development 

To support "teaching and learning for the 21 st century," the collaborative 
offered technology-related training for staff and students. 

Participation 

Twenty-nine of the 30 districts reported activities related to staff development. 
Altogether, the collaborative provided technology training to over 1300 staff, 
students and members of the educational community. Of these, 86% were 
affiliated with schools in the collaborative. 

Activities 

Opportunities for technology training came through the three technology 
conferences and 59 stand-alone workshops sponsored by the collaborative. 
Workshops and conference sessions covered basic, advanced, and 
instructional uses of technology, systems operations, and special applications 
such as computer image processing, modeling and simulation, and use of 
technology for managing student information. 
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Executive Summary 

Progress 

In the area of staff development, progress was noted by the ways in which the 
content and delivery of the workshops were modified throughout to meet the 
needs of participants. 

• Training Models. Depending on the technology readiness of the school 
and the needs of staff, four different models were deemed effective: 

);;>- During the school year: Individual teachers or teams attending one-day 
workshops offered at the SSC labs. (Required substitute teachers .) 

);;>- Summer training: Individual teachers or teams attending week-long 
summer workshops offered at a local community college. (No 
substitutes required.) 

);;>- At our house: An entire school staff attending one-day workshops at 
the SSC labs. (Districts chose this option to overcome limited access to 
computers at their own schools). 

);;>- At your house: An entire staff attending one-day workshops at their 
own school with presenters from SSC. (Teachers were able to learn on 
the equipment they would actually be using.) 

Performance 

A survey of staff development participants provided data for three indicators 
of performance: the extent to which the available training corresponded to the 
needs of the participants, satisfaction with the various elements of the training, 
and the perceived impact of the training. 

• Teachers' Technology Use and Need for Training. Ninety-six percent of 
teachers said they frequently used technology to facilitate their own work 
(e.g., recording grades and creating handouts) while less than half used it 
in instruction to foster higher level thinking skills and facilitate student
driven inquiry. Teachers' self-rated skills in using technology mirrored 
their use patterns with their perceived competency in using computers 
being higher on professional tasks than instructional ones. Consequently, 
most teachers were seeking training on basic computer operations or 
specific applications with a few of the more experienced ones looking for 
tips on how to more fully integrate technology into instruction. 

Course offerings were closely aligned with teachers' needs for 
technology training: of the 59 general and special application workshops, 
69% dealt with learning new applications (basic, advanced, or special) and 
22% with integrating technology into content areas. 

• Satisfaction. Evaluations by students, staff and community members 
attending staff development workshops and technology conferences 
offered through the collaborative were mostly favorable with eighty-five 
percent of the participants being satisfied with the staff development 
workshops. 
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• Impact. Overall, participants felt that the sessions were most effective in 
stimulating their interest in the area and increasing their motivation to 
apply what they had learned than in preparing them to do so. Still, roughly 
two-thirds felt they had improved their skills and/or knowledge in using 
technology for instruction and were ready to put it to use. In comparison, 
just over half of those learning specific applications felt the sessions had 
increased their knowledge and skills and were confident of their readiness 
to apply their new skills. 

Workshop participants and the staff development coordinator noted the 
following features as promoting the positive outcomes mentioned above and 
more generally contributing to the success of the technology training: 

• Effective workshop features: students and teachers learning together, 
smaller class sizes, understanding teachers' changing technology needs, 
immediate application, addressing different learning styles, modeling the 
facilitator role, and shorter sessions. 

Section V: NetWeavers 

NetWeavers (NW) are students and teachers who use the Internet and other 
available resources to create products, investigate topics, and develop new 
research as part of their individual learning plans. 

Participation 

Thirteen of the 30 districts committed to developing NW projects on a formal 
basis. For three districts this included special partnerships between high 
schools and community business partners who piloted a modeling and 
simulation software program. 

• Students. NW projects were implemented in grades 3 through 12. Two
thirds of these students had access to a computer at home and spent an 
average of one hour per day using it for schoolwork and two hours for fun. 

• NW Teachers. Both newer and veteran teachers implemented NW projects. 
One-third were quite experienced in using technology in the classroom 
having assigned students computer-based work for more than ten years . 
Other veteran teachers were newcomers to technology and learning along 
with their younger colleagues. Aside from early innovators who tended to 
use computers for both types of activities from the very beginning, NW 
teachers had been using computers for professional activities longer than 
they had for instruction. When asked to rate their skills in using computers 
for instruction the average rating was 3.9 on a scale of 1 (novice) to 9 
(expert). 
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Executive Summary 

Instructional Features 

Unlike the TechMaster programs discussed in Section VI, no common 
framework was provided to districts implementing NetWeaver projects. Still, 
the NWs at each school pursued similar objectives and used many of the same 
instructional and assessment methods. 

• Subject Areas and Grade Levels. NetWeavers were most likely to be found 
at the high school level but were also used at the elementary and middle 
school levels. Students as young as third grade used the Internet for 
instructional activities. While most of the NW projects were integrated 
into the Social Studies curriculum, a few were piloted in Communications, 
English, Business, Math, and Science classes or were interdisciplinary in 
nature. 

• Objectives and Learning Activities. An overall objective of NW projects 
was to enhance students' research and communication skills through the 
use of technology. Students were required to locate information via 
electronic and traditional off-line resources, to evaluate its usefulness, 

, \ organize it meaningfully, and communicate their findings using graphs, 
research reports, multimedia presentations, and other means. In the process 
they learned to use productivity tools, presentation and graphical software, 
electronic references and communication tools. 

I 

I 
• Project-Based Format. The most common format for implementing NW 

was as a project. Other teachers, however, used the Internet throughout an 
entire lesson, unit, or course with one having students log on for a daily 
activity. Projects typically required students to work individually or in 
pairs with a few teachers assigning group projects as well. About half of 
the NW projects involved partnering with people or organizations from the 
community or around the world. 

• Classroom Structure. Depending on the availability of technology, 
teachers either rotated students onto classroom computers individually or 
in pairs while the others engaged in other off-line tasks or instruction (i.e., 
a "dual-classroom") or had all students working on the computers at once 
(e.g., "whole class"), often in a separate lab. When students were using the 
technology, teachers acted more a facilitators encouraging them to be self
directed in their learning. 

• Assessment. Evaluations of the students' NW work typically focused on 
both the process and the product. Assessment involved portfolios, 
demonstrations, oral and multimedia presentations, research reports, other 
electronic and written documents, and self-assessment. 

Modeling and Simulation Projects 

In a unique arrangement with the Southeast Leaming Collaborative, the 
ProModel™ Corporation offered to provide special training and support to 
three districts piloting modeling and simulation programs designed for the 
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service, health care, and manufacturing sectors. The ProModel programs allow 
users to "determine how to use existing resources - personnel, equipment and 
facilities - more efficiently and more productively" by considering how the 
many facets of an organization work together under different circumstances. 
High school students in three districts teamed up with community business 
partners to solve real-world problems using the software. These students were 
the first in the nation to undergo training and use the software at the high 
school level. 

Progress 

For sites piloting the Net Weaver program, progress was noted by the ways in 
which the programs were adapted to the needs of individual classrooms and 
schools. Districts noted the following factors as facilitating or impeding the 
implementation of NW programs and suggested several improvements: 

• Barriers to Implementing NW Programs: limited staff time and limited 
access to technology. 

• Support for NetWeaver Programs: high student interest, support from the 
administration, and support from external sources. 

• Suggested Improvements: more and better equipment, formalize the 
assignments to promote self-directed learning, link modeling and 
simulation projects to the curriculum and compensate supervising staff for 
their time, and provide additional training on ProModel program. 

Performance 

Several indicators of performance were assessed for the Net Weaver programs: 
the opportunities for gaining real-life experience, dissemination of products, 
participant satisfaction, and the impact of the program on participating 
students and teachers. 

• Increased Opportunities for "Real-World" Learning. More than 27 
NetWeaver projects were implemented offering students opportunities to 
examine real life issues and solve actual problems. Students were 
challenged to learn about and understand local and international issues and 
brought their individual perspectives to bear in conversations within a 
broader community. 

• Dissemination. Seven high school students and three staff from the 
Goodhue, Pine Island, and Rochester districts presented their modeling 
and simulation projects at the international ProModel users Conference in 
Utah. 

• Satisfaction. Not surprisingly, NW students were very satisfied with the 
program with 87% saying they enjoyed being a NW. Students liked using 
the Internet to look for information because it was "something new besides 
books," and it was fun, easier, and quicker. 
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Executive Summary 

• Impact on Instruction. When teachers were asked how their role differed 
for the NW projects compared to instruction not involving technology, the 
most common response was that they became more of a facilitator or guide 
in the classroom, learning right along with their students. NW students 
also shifted in their roles, becoming more self-directed in their learning. 
Overall, the classroom environment was more interactive and less formal 
with little lecture, more hands-on and individualized assistance for 
students working individually and in small groups. 

• Impact on Students. Of the 27 teachers returning information about their 
NW projects or classes, 24 said they observed changes in their students' 
technology skills, interest in technology, research skills, and self
confidence. 

~ Increased skills in using technology. NW students' self-rated computer 
skills increased significantly over the course of the program, up 1.8 
points on a scale of 1 (novice) to 9 (expert). The average skill level at 
the start of the program was 4.3 and 6.4 at the end. Having a computer 
at home did not affect the increase in students' self-rated computer 
skills . The average increase in skills was the not significantly different 
for students with and without a home computer (2.1 versus 2.4). 

~ Increased interest in using technology. Teachers observed that 
attendance was highest on days when students would be involved in 
NW projects and 81 % of students said they looked forward to working 
on their NW projects. 

~ Increased skills in conducting research. Having improved their skills 
in using technology, students became more proficient in researching 
topics and communicating their results. In the process they learned to 
define and redefine search terms, sift through information and evaluate 
its usefulness, and organize and present their results in a meaningful 
way. 

~ Increased self-confidence. In gathering data for their ProModel 
simulation projects, students needed to observe day-to-day operations 
and talk with staff to really understand the issues involved. They 
learned how to talk to adults and demonstrated poise and confidence in 
presenting their projects at the national ProModel conference as the 
only high school students in the nation to be using the software. 

• Impact on the Community. The modeling and simulation NW projects 
provided a needed service to the community and helped to facilitate 
organizational change. 
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The following features were generally noted as promoting the positive 
outcomes mentioned above and contributing to the overall success of the 
Net Weaver program: 

• Effective Features: a "dual-classroom" management system, individual 
and small group computer work, access to computers in the classroom, 
well-planned assignments, and community-school linkages. 

Section VI: TechMasters 

One source of support for technology use in the schools comes from 
TechMasters, specially trained students and teachers who act as resources for 
students, staff and the community providing technology information and 
training. 

Participation 

Of the 29 districts in the collaborative, 20 implemented a TM program in 
some form during the grant period and 2 others were preparing to institute a 
program during the following school year. Districts with TM programs ranged 
in size and technology readiness. 

• Students. Approximately 250 students in grades 4 through 12 participated 
in the TM programs. While the average number of students per program 
was 13, the number ranged from 1 to 66. The programs in the 
collaborative schools demonstrated that TMs could be any student, and not 
simply those with demonstrated skills in using technology. TM students 
spent an average of 1 hour per day using a computer outside of school for 
schoolwork and 2 hours for fun. 

• Teachers. In most cases, only one teacher or staff person worked with the 
TM program. This person was typically the school's technology 
coordinator or media specialist although a few programs also relied on 
classroom teachers and coordinators from the gifted and talented 
programs. 

Activities 

Although each TM program was designed to fit the resources and interests of 
the teachers, students and community, their design was informed by curricular 
framework and philosophy available through the. Because of this common 
framework, many of the TM programs shared similar features. 

• Purpose. The main purpose of the TM programs was to offer technology 
training for selected students and teachers who might then provide support 
for technology users throughout the district. As such, TMs often assumed 
responsibility for tasks previously assigned to technical support and 
organizers of professional development. 

• Eligibility. When offered as a class, students simply had to enroll and meet 
any prerequisites to become a TM. Otherwise, students needed to be in the 
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Executive Summary 

designated grade level; complete an application that might include an 
interview and recommendations from a teacher, parent, or peer; and 
demonstrate other criteria for participation such as interest, enthusiasm, 
time commitment, strong verbal and written communication skills, ethics, 
self-directed learner, basic technology skills, and curiosity. In addition to 
these requirements, some programs required that students maintain or 
improve their grades, complete all homework assignments, demonstrate 
appropriate behavior, and continue to learn and assist others in order to 
remain a TM. 

• Program Structure. In most instances, the majority of program activities 
took place during school hours with time before and after school being 
used as well to accommodate students' varied schedules. About half of the 
TM programs offered academic credit, mostly through independent study 
options but some as regularly scheduled classes. Non-credit programs 
operated more informally to accommodate students' schedules. 

• Learning Activities. Opportunities for TM students and teachers to learn 
about technology came through formal training sessions, self-directed 
learning, and hands-on experience gained through service to students, 
staff, and the community. TMs were expected to become "reasonably 
competent in the broad range of learning technologies." These 
competencies are divided into three levels to guide program activities and 
assist in monitoring progress. The specific skills to be demonstrated at 
each level are described in the TechMaster Planning Guide and include 
demonstrating understanding and expertise in: 

~ technology ethics, 
~ library research, 
~ basic computer operations, 
~ productivity tools and specialty applications, 
~ communications, video, audio, and photography, 
~ teaching, 
~ equipment management and maintenance, 
~ technology needs assessments, 
~ project planning and development, and 
~ software and application development. 

Over the course of the project, TM students demonstrated their expertise in 
all of these areas. Some examples of service included: 

• assisting students and teachers in using technology in classrooms and 
computer labs; 

• setting up new computers and software; 
• reviewing software and making recommendations for school use; 
• troubleshooting problems with computers, peripherals, VCRs, and 

other technology; maintaining network servers; 
• special projects for teachers, the school, and the community including 

web pages, educational videos, publications for school events, and 
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researching the technology needs of the school and presenting 
recommendations to the school board. 

• Staffing. The typical TM program was supervised by a single staff member 
whose regular position at the school was that of technology coordinator or 
media specialist. A few programs were coordinated by a classroom 
teacher. Some schools provided compensation to TM staff through 
stipends, reduced teaching loads, or release time each week. 

Progress 

For sites piloting the TechMaster program, progress was noted by the ways in 
which the programs were adapted to the needs of individual schools and 
districts. Program staff and students noted the following factors as facilitating 
or impeding the implementation of NW programs and suggested several 
improvements: 

• Barriers to Implementing NW Programs: limited staff time, restrictions on 
student time, limited access to technology, attitudes towards students as 
providers of technical support and training, and program size. 

• Support for NetWeaver Programs: technology readiness, support from the 
administration and teachers, support from parents and the community, and 
the enthusiasm and willingness of TM staff and students to learn and serve 
users of technology. 

• Suggested Improvements: more formal program structure, record student 
progress, and expand the program. 

Performance 

Several indicators of performance were assessed for the TechMaster 
programs: the amount of staff time allotted to the program, number of students 
earning academic credit, hours of technical service provided by the program to 
the district, participant satisfaction, and the impact of the program on 
participating students and the school. 

• Staff Time. The estimated amount of staff time devoted to TM programs 
offering formal classes was 20 hours for administrative duties over and 
above the instructional duties. Staff time for non-class programs ranged 
from 100 to 200 hours for smaller programs to several hundred to a 
thousand hours for larger programs. 

• Students Earning Credit. All 110 students who were eligible to receive 
credit for their work as a TM, either through a regularly scheduled class or 
an independent study, completed the requirements to do so. 

• Hours of Service. The estimated hours of technical assistance provided to 
the districts by TM students and teachers ranged from a low of 10 hours to 
more than 2800 hours. Typical programs provided around 200 hours of 
assistance. 
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• Satisfaction. Overall, 99% said they enjoyed being a TM and 95% would 
tell a friend to be in the program. Students especially liked having the 
freedom to learn at their own pace and explore areas of interest, helping 
others use technology, and learning new and practical skills in a fun 
environment. 

• Impact on TechMaster students. TM staff and students noted changes in 
students' technology skills, interest in technology, self-esteem and self
confidence. 

);;> Increased skills in using technology. TM students' self-rated computer 
skills increased significantly over the course of the program, up 2.4 
points on a scale of 1 (novice) to 9 (expert). The average skill level at 
the start of the program was 4.4 and 6.8 at the end. Based on their self
ratings, students who did not have a computer at home increased their 
computer skills almost twice as much as those who did over the course 
of the TM program. The average gain for students with a computer at 
home was 1.9 versus 3.6 for those without. 

);;> Increased interest in technology. Although TM students came into the 
program with high interest in technology, their interest continued to 
grow as they entered new territory and acquired more skills. Overall, 
93% of the TM students said they looked forward to participating in 
the TM program each week 

);;> Increased self-confidence and self-esteem. The increased levels of 
responsibility, trust, and respect that TMs received was not always 
available to students in the typical school setting. For students viewed 
as "computer nerds" in the past, working with students and teachers in 
the TM program gave them "a niche and a huge measure of acceptance 
from other students that they wouldn't have had before." "Kids who 
used to be quiet and shy and in their "own little world" came out of 
their shells and shared their knowledge with others." 

• Impact on the School. 

);;> Increased awareness of technology as a tool for learning. The 
presence of the TM students and teachers in classrooms and computer 
labs in and of itself increased awareness of technology throughout the 
school. Encouraging TMs to explore different uses for the available 
technology also generated many ideas for educational applications. 

);;> Increased availability of technical support at a reduced cost. Even for 
schools that offered TechMasters as a class or compensated TM 
teachers with release time or a stipend, the number of "technical 
support staff' increased by an average of 13. Moreover, with TMs 
assuming much of the responsibility for setting up and maintaining 
equipment, technology coordinators were able to spend more time 
working directly with students and teachers and managing the TM 
program. 
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~ Increased use of technology among teachers and students. With 
increased support overall and more ideas for how to use technology, 
teachers and students were more comfortable in using the new 
technology. In addition to working on special projects with teachers, 
TM students modeled how technology could be used by students in 
using it for their own schoolwork designing multimedia presentations. 

~ Increased community involvement. In some districts, students worked 
with businesses in the community to troubleshoot equipment 
problems, design web pages, and solve real world business problems 
using modeling and simulation programs. 

The following features were generally noted as promoting the positive 
outcomes mentioned above and contributing to the overall success of the 
TechMaster program: 

• Effective Features: formal application process, flexible and informal 
schedule, "loosely organized" school service arrangements, special 
training opportunities for students, self-directed learning and student
driven activities, inquiry- and project-based learning, a measure of 
freedom with responsibility, and tapping advanced students' skills. 

Section VII: Student Information Management 

To assist teachers in assuming the role of guides, resources, and collaborative 
partners in learning, some districts agreed to pilot Abacus, comprehensive 
student information management system. This teacher-oriented application 
was designed to assist teachers in preparing individual student learning plans, 
managing assessment data from a variety of sources, linking curriculum to the 
Minnesota Graduation Standards, generating progress statements for parents 
and support staff, and tracking student profile data. 

Participation 

Six districts began the process of implementing the Abacus software. 

Activities 

Seven steps were involved in setting up and implementing the Abacus 
program at each pilot site: 

• acquiring and installing hardware and software; 
• basic training on the Abacus system; 
• aligning curriculum with the Minnesota Graduation Standards; 
• entering the school's curriculum, tests, and student data; 
• testing the system; 
• evaluating the process; and 
• merging and linking Abacus system with existing student information 

databases. 
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Progress 

When Abacus pilot sites were asked to rank their progress on activities 
planned for this grant cycle, their average score indicated that progress was 
"slow" to "as expected". Some activities were completed as scheduled, 
including the initial steps of obtaining the necessary equipment and training 
teachers to use the Abacus system. Other activities, such as tailoring the 
software to meet district needs and entering the curriculum and student data, 
were delayed by the need for additional training and technical assistance. Staff 
working with the system noted the following factors as hindering the 
implementation process and made suggestions for improvement. 

• Barriers to Implementing NW Programs: the need for on-going technical 
assistance, large amount of time needed to enter district curriculum, 
limited options for entering performance-based tasks into the program, and 
an absence of features that allow users to launch other curriculum software 
and facilitate communications between students and teachers. 

• Suggested Improvements: allowing more time to deal with the above 
barriers and promoting a fuller understanding of what the process entails 
from the very beginning. 

Performance 

Despite the issues that arose during implementation, staff at most of the pilot 
sites were still enthusiastic about the possibilities Abacus presented for 
managing student data. 

• Support for student data management. When asked what activities Abacus 
facilitated that could not be done otherwise or would have been more 
difficult to do, staff cited systematic record-keeping and easy access to 
student data and tracking progress on graduation standards. 

• Program features. Taking into consideration the cost of the software, 
districts gave Abacus an average rating of 5.5 on a scale of 1 (inferior) to 
10 (superior) . In general, the program was rated somewhat superior in 
allowing teachers to create personalized learning plans, tracking and 
monitoring student progress, linking to the graduation standards and other 
district outcomes, record-keeping, reporting, and usability and support. 
The only area in which Abacus was rated as somewhat inferior was in 
record-keeping for portfolios and other alternative assessments. 

• Unresolved software issues. Specific features that received low ratings 
highlighted the difficulty of entering curriculum and aligning it with state 
standards, the linear structure of the program, and mastery-based record
keeping. Staff suggested informing potential buyers of the benefits of 
purchasing the commercially prepared curriculum provided by the 
company to modify as needed, improving the navigational features to meet 
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current standards, and providing the capability for teachers to record 
student data in multimedia formats . 

Section VIII: Conclusions 

Several issues emerged as influential to the progress and performance of 
districts participating in the Southeast Leaming Collaborative. 

• Issue I : Technology readiness. These districts demonstrated that schools 
at various stages of connectivity and even those with less powerful 
computers could effectively implement model programs to enhance 
teaching and learning through the use of technology. Still, the breadth of 
impact and barriers encountered were related to technological capabilities: 
schools with better equipment and systems were able to do more and do it 
more easily. 

Implication: Planning for future programs should assess the adequacy of 
the available technology against the desired impact. 

• Issue 2: Technical support. In any program involving technology a need 
for technical assistance will arise. Such support may be provided internally 
by a technical coordinator or specially trained students and teachers, or 
contracted for externally. Both types of support are effective and offer 
additional benefits. For example, training students to act as technical 
support staff provides opportunities for experiential education and 
working with outside technical staff can help to build partnerships 
between the school and the community. 

Implication: Planning for future programs should consider the potential for 
educational opportunities and community partnerships in the provision of 
technical support services. 

• Issue 3: School-wide support for changing roles. Encouraging students to 
become more self-directed and teachers to act more as guides or 
facilitators in the classroom requires the support of administrators, 
teachers, and students. Administrative decisions determine the allocation 
of funding for equipment, training, and compensation for teachers' prep 
time. Teachers' and students willingness to take on new responsibilities 
and to trust the process is also essential. 

xvi 

Implications: Schools should assess the ' climate' for change before 
implementing programs that radically alter the nature of teaching and 
learning and take action to ensure a supportive environment. 
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• Issue 4: Time. Technology is a tool that is constantly changing. Teachers 
need time to learn the technology, work with it, and plan for its use in the 
classroom. 

Implication: Planning for future programs should assess the need for 
teacher training and prep time to ensure the maximum educational benefits 
from technology-based programs. 

In sum, committing to technology as an integral part of the school's 
curriculum requires adequate access to equipment and technical support, 
support for the changing roles of students and teachers, and time devoted to 
implementation. Given the fluidity of educational technology and educational 
reform in general, challenges and successes will continue to exist. 
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Introduction 

Section I: Introduction 

During the 1996-97 school year, the Southeast Learning Collaborative 
developed a model program to foster Teacher/Student Partnerships for 2 J5f 
Century Learning using an Instructional Transformation through Technology 
(IT3) grant from the Minnesota Department of Children, Families and 
Leaming. The Southeast Learning Collaborative (SLC) is a consortium of 30 
school districts, national and regional business partners, post-secondary 
educational institutions, Southeast Libraries Cooperating, Southern Minnesota 
Internet Group, KSMQ TV, and the Southeast Service Cooperative. 

The three main goals of the collaborative were for: 

• students to learn by active participation in problem-solving 
activities; 

• teachers to act as a guides, resources, and collaborative partners in 
learning; and 

• access to information to be global, immediate, up-to-date, and 
available to students, teachers, and the community, anytime, 
anywhere. 

To achieve these goals, the collaborative developed a program with four major 
components: 

• Connectivity: Several project activities facilitated the creation of a 
regional learning network connecting southeast Minnesota teachers 
and students to each other and the world via personal and 
electronic means. They included: funding and technical support for 
schools in the process of connecting to the Internet, monthly 
project meetings, special technology conferences, listservs, and 
other forms of communication and dissemination. 

• Staff Development: Numerous opportunities for on-going training 
for students and teachers in technology applications, facilitative 
teaching, and curriculum development were provided by the 
collaborative. Offerings included classes at various locations and 
larger conferences with hands-on workshops. 

• NetWeavers/TechMasters: Many participating districts piloted a 
model program for building teacher-student partnerships in 
learning. In this program, students and teachers work together to 
develop learning environments in which they master various uses 
of technology to create products, investigate topics, and develop 
new research in collaboration with specialists around the world. 
NetWeavers are teachers and students who use the Internet and 
other technological resources to research content areas across the 
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curriculum and share their information with the local and global 
community. The activities ofNetweavers are in turn supported by 
TechMasters, specially trained students and teachers within a 
district who act as resources for students, staff and the community 
for technology information and training. 

• Student Information Management: Six districts piloted a 
comprehensive student information management system. The 
Abacus program was designed to facilitate the development of 
individual student learning plans, management of assessment data 
from a variety of sources, linkage to the Minnesota Graduation 
Standards, generation of progress reports for parents and support 
staff, and tracking of student profile data. 

In October of 1996, the Southeast Learning Collaborative enlisted the Center 
for Applied Research and Educational Improvement to conduct an evaluation 
of its program activities. This evaluation focused on: 

• documenting program activities, 
• evaluating progress for each of the four project components, 
• evaluating outcomes related to student learning, student 

achievement, and staff development, and 
• disseminating evaluation results to the project staff and 

collaborative partners. 

To gather the necessary data, seven data collection activities were employed: 

1. attendance at monthly Advisory Group meetings, 
2. site visits to the development and full pilot sites, 
3. review ofrelevant project materials, 
4. attendance at project-sponsored conferences and selected 

workshops, 
5. a survey of staff development participants, 
6. final site status reports, and 
7. interviews with the Southeast Learning Collaborative's 

administrative staff. 

This report summarizes the results of the Southeast Learning Collaborative 
evaluation that began in October, 1996 and concluded in October, 1997. The 
report is organized into sections by the major program components: 

2 

• Section II summarizes the characteristics of districts participating 
in the project; 

• Sections III through VI describe the activities and indicators of 
progress and performance associated with the each program 
component; 
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• Section VII extracts major themes from the previous sections, 
discusses their implications, and compares the structure of the 
collaborative's project to an emerging model of effective 
implementation of technology for teaching and learning; and 

• The Appendices contain the planning guide for the TechMaster 
program, profiles ofTechMaster programs implemented at the 
collaborative schools, and a description of the overall evaluation 
design and work plan. 
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Section II: District Characteristics 

This section describes the school districts participating in the Southeast 
Leaming Collaborative's "Teacher/Student Partnerships for 21st Century 
Leaming." Information in this section came primarily from final site reports, 
site visits, and interviews with the administrative staff. 

Participation 

The 30 school districts in the collaborative varied in size, technology 
readiness, and level of project involvement. 

District Enrollment 

Table 2.1 lists the participating districts by K-12 enrollment. Using these 
figures, six districts were small (less than 500 students), 12 were medium 
sized (500 to 1000 students), and 12 were large (100 to 2000 students). Two 
additional districts serving larger cities enrolled more than 2000 students each. 

Technology Context 

The technology context of each district in the collaborative was assessed using 
data collected by Quality Education Data (QED) 1

• Based on the number of 
students per computer, the majority of the districts had high levels of student 
accessibility to technology. When compared to the national average of 9.2 
students per computer, 26 of the districts had lower student-computer ratios 
and only three had higher. In general, the number of students sharing a 
computer typically increased with district enrollment. Half of the districts also 
had more up-to-date equipment. This was based on the ratio of students per 
multimedia computer (see Table 2.1). 

Involvement 

Table 2.2 lists the areas of participation for each district, the grade levels 
involved, and the status as a pilot site. Four districts served as development 
sites and helped plan the project. Fourteen other districts participated as full 
pilot sites over the course of the project.2 Both the full and development sites 
participated in activities related to the TechMaster and/or NetWeaver projects. 
Eleven districts were involved as partial pilot sites and participated only in the 
connectivity and staff development components. Smaller school districts 
tended to be involved as partial pilot sites. 

1 Data available from the QED Education Network at http ://www.educationnetwork.com/ 
dindex.htm. 
2 Initially, 13 sites were full and 12 were partial pilot sites. Goodhue changed its status when 
it decided to implement a TechMaster program. 
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Most of the districts were involved at the high school level with close to half 
including their elementary and middle schools in project activities. Almost all 
districts engaged in activities related to connectivity and staff development. 
Fourteen districts were actively involved in NetWeaver projects and 22 were 
either implementing or preparing to implement TechMaster programs. Finally, 
six districts piloted the Abacus student information management software. 
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Table 2.1: Profiles of staffing and technology for districts participating in the Southeast 
Learning Collaborative bl'. district enrollment. 

Students per 
FTE K-12 Students per multimedia 

District Enrollment Teachers Enrollment com~uter com~uter 

Less than 500 {n=62 (Nat'l. ave.= 9.2} (Nat'l. ave.= 24.5} 
Lyle 19.80 28 1 3.8 3.3 
Mabel-Canton 28.39 401 3.6 8.2 
Lanesboro 27.92 424 11 .4 25 .8 
Grand Meadow 30.15 430 4.4 5.8 
LeRoy-Ostrander 29.17 446 2.7 1.7 
SEring Grove 33.31 480 3.2 3.8 

Average 28.1 2 410 4.9 8.1 
500 to 1000 {n=l02 
Houston 32.27 517 3.8 5.4 
Goodhue 40.13 527 na na 
Elgin-Millville 38.91 635 3.3 5.3 
Southland 41.4 1 653 11.1 40.7 
Lewiston 57.11 860 4.5 29.9 
Wabasha-Kellogg 50.36 882 4.2 17.8 
Chatfield 55 .61 925 4.8 5.0 
Dover-Eyota 57.69 946 4.9 11.7 
Fillmore Central 64.1 5 946 4.2 15.1 
Blooming Prairie 61.67 999 10 .5 8.7 

Average 49.93 789 5.7 15 .5 
1000 to 2000 {n=l22 
Kingsland 71.21 1041 5.4 10.9 
Hayfield 62.63 1050 5.7 4.9 
Kenyon-Wanamingo 60.78 1109 5.8 11.4 
Plainview 71 .26 1175 7.8 16.7 
Pine Island 71.06 1206 6.4 19.9 
Zumbrota- Mazeppa 72.92 1254 5.0 8.8 
Byron 79.53 1372 6.3 7.0 
Lake City 86.75 1411 6.1 7.3 
LaCrescent-Hokah 86.35 1485 7.8 na 
Cannon Falls 93.20 1614 6.5 5.3 
Kasson-Manterville 93.90 1645 4.0 2.8 
Stewartville 96.76 1750 8.6 10.6 

Average 78.86 1343 6.3 9.6 
More than 2000 {n=22 
Austin 252. 10 4242 6.8 9.7 
Rochester 812.90 15126 9.0 14.3 

Average 532.50 9684 7.9 12.0 
Source: District teacher and enrollment data obtained Southeast Service Cooperative (12/10/96). Computer 
ratios obtained from QED Education Network p 997} . 
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Table 2.2: IT3 project participation for districts in the Southeast Learning Collaborative. 
Project Components 

District School Level Site Status Implemented 
Elem Mid High Dev Full Part Conn Staff TM NW Info 

Dev Mgmt 
Austin x x x x x x (x) 
Blooming Prairie x x x [x] 
Byron x x x x x x 
Cannon Falls x x x x x x x 
Chatfield x x x x x x x 
Dover-Eyota x x x x x 
Elgin-Millville x x x x 
Fillmore Central x x x x x 
Goodhue x x x x x x x x 
Grand Meadow x x x x x x x 
Hayfield x x x x x 
Houston x x x x x 
Kasson-Manterville x x x x x x x x x 
Kenyon-Wanamingo x x x x x (x) x 
Kingsland x x x x x x 
La Crescent-Hokah x x x x x x 
Lake City x x x x x x x x 
Lanesboro x x x x x x 
LeRoy-Ostrander na na na x na x 
Lewiston x x x x rxl 
Lyle x x x 
Mabel-Canton x x x x x x 
Pine Island x x x x x x 
Plainview x x x x x x 
Rochester x x x x x x x x x 
Southland x x x x x x x x 
Spring Grove x x x x x x 
Stewartville x x x x x x 
Wabasha-Kellogg x x x x x x 
Zumbrota- Mazeppa x x x x x x x 
TOTAL 12 14 27 4 14 11 29 28 22 14 6 
Note: ( ) = project component was operating informally; [ ] = preparing to fully implement project component 
next school year; na = data not available 
Source: Final site status reports and site visits (spring and summer 1997). 
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Section III: Connectivity 

This section describes the district-level connectivity activities supported by 
the collaborative, the dissemination process employed by the project, and 
indicators of progress and performance in both areas. Information was drawn 
from site visits, final site status reports, review of project documents and 
publications and two conferences sponsored by the collaborative. 

Objective 

The intent in supporting connectivity for districts in the collaborative was to 
create a regional learning network to connect southeast Minnesota teachers 
and students to each other and the world via personal and electronic means. 
Through this network, teaching and learning could be enhanced by providing 
participants with increased opportunities for cross-district and community
based learning and increased access to timely information, staff development 
training, curriculum, assessment, and classroom materials. 

Participation 

Twenty-nine of the thirty districts reported engaging in activities to connect 
their school other schools in the district and region, and to the Internet. The 
status of the remaining district was unknown. 

Activities 

The collaborative facilitated the creation of a regional learning network by 
providing a wide variety of ways for project partners to connect both 
personally and electronically with one another and with other interested 
parties : 

• Project Meetings : Representatives from the project schools were 
encouraged to attend the monthly advisory group meetings. Schools 
piloting the student information management software also met 
periodically to discuss implementation issues. 

• Publications: Project participants received two publications, The 
Review, a bimonthly newspaper for educators with a circulation of 
7,000, and Tech Briefs, a monthly newsletter distributed in conjunction 
with the Southeast Regional Technology Planning Project. Sites were 
also kept informed ofIT3 grant activities and other technology-related 
opportunities through progress reports and regular mailings. 

• Email and web server: The project was able to offer email service 
using the Riverland Community College. This service cost $12 per 
user ID with ceilings on costs per building and per district for schools. 
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In addition, web server space was available through the college to 
districts that wished to create home pages. 

• Electronic resources: The collaborative also maintained a web page 
with information on the project, the TechMaster and NetWeaver 
philosophy and frameworks for implementation, the Southeast Service 
Cooperative, and links to the Department of Children, Families and 
Leaming for information on Minnesota Graduation Standards. 
Participants were also pointed to other web sites of interest and 
encouraged to join listservs for updates on technology classes and 
communicating with schools involved with the 
TechMaster/NetWeaver programs and computer image processing. 

• Connectivity: The process of connecting schools to one another and to 
the Internet involved several steps: planning, securing funding, 
locating suitable contractors and technical support, installing Tl lines 
into the school(s), wiring and networking individual buildings, linking 
schools through wide-area networks, and training staff and students in 
the use of the new technology. Funding was available through the 
collaborative to districts involved in these activities. 

• Technical support: Two consultants from the Riverland Community 
College and the Southeast Service Cooperative (SSC) visited the 17 
development and full pilot sites to assist them in planning for 
connectivity, troubleshooting issues that arose during implementation, 
and assessing their technology training needs. 

• Staff development: The SSC offered training in the areas of technology 
systems, applications, and integration for a variety of skill levels using 
a variety of staff development models (see Section IV). 

• Conferences: The Southeast Leaming Collaborative also sponsored 
three technology conferences. Techspo '96 and Techspo '97 offered 
hands-on workshops on using technology for instruction, student 
information management, and connecting schools with the broader 
community. Workshops included planning for technology, basic and 
advanced applications, the processes and issues related to networking 
and connectivity, and the integration of technology into instruction and 
school administration. These conferences also included keynote 
speakers and representatives from organizations and businesses 
serving the technology needs of educators. Another conference, 
TechNet '97, provided TechMaster and NetWeaver students and 
teachers an opportunity to showcase their projects, learn about projects 
at other schools, network with one another, and attend workshops and 
roundtable discussions on technology applications, maintenance and 
troubleshooting. 
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• Presentations: Students, teachers and staff representing the 
collaborative networked with other interested parties and presented 
project results at various conferences including: The first annual Using 
Technology to Implement Graduation Standards, the national 
conference for ProModel (modeling and simulation), TIES '96--The 
Great Technology Get-Together, and other regional fairs and meetings. 
Project participants also engaged in informal discussions at the 
National Rural Educational Association Conference and the American 
Association of Educational Service Agencies Conference. 

Progress 

Of the 29 districts submitting a final site status report, all recorded activities 
related to connectivity. In addition, these districts either had or were working 
on a technology plan that included goals in this area. By the end of the project, 
these sites had obtained the following connectivity status: 

• Internet access: Over half of the districts reported that most or all of 
their classrooms were wired to the Internet, one third had at least some 
classroom access, and only two reported no Internet access in the 
classroom.Typically, a site had three dedicated phone lines with the 
number ranging from 0 to 12. 

• Computer access: Over half of the sites had at least one computer in 
each classroom. 

Site visits revealed the participating districts were at various stages of 
implementation with regard to connectivity. Of the 26 schools providing more 
in-depth reporting of their activities, eight were in the early stages, eleven in 
the intermediate, and seven in the advanced: 

• Early stages: Little or no technology infrastructure in place. Emphasis 
on wiring buildings and installing Tl lines. 

• Intermediate stage: Building-wide infrastructure and some local area 
networks (LANs) in place. Emphasis on completing LANs and 
purchasing additional computers. 

• Advanced stages: District-wide infrastructure. All classrooms and 
media centers linked internally through local area networks (LANs) 
and connections to wide area network (WAN) are underway or 
completed. 

Although sites were starting a different places, when asked to describe the 
specific connectivity activities planned as part of the collaborative grant most 
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had progressed as expected and many had accomplished some if not all they 
had set out to do3

• Typical activities included: 

• wiring buildings, 
• installing T 1 lines, 
• setting up local area networks (LANs), 
• connecting to wide area networks (W ANs), and 
• training staff and students to use email, the Internet, and other 

instructional technology. 

Barriers to Connectivity 

Sites were asked what obstacles were encountered as they implemented their 
connectivity plan and how these were addressed. Typical barriers included: 

• technical problems, 
• poor coordination and communication between service providers, 
• lack of staff knowledge in networking, 
• high and/or unanticipated costs, and 
• limited time for implementation. 

Most sites experienced technical problems of one sort or another while wiring 
building, installing Tl lines, and setting up the equipment. Using different 
equipment easily solved the problems of drilling through the thicker walls of 
older buildings to install wiring, as did running wires above existing ceilings. 
Getting all the parts of the system connected and working, however, was a 
more difficult task. Schools often lacked knowledge in networking and were 
thus prompted to hire technical consultants. Facilitating communication and 
coordination between the various technical service providers (e.g., telephone 
company and equipment suppliers) was another role many schools found 
themselves playing. All of these issues required staff time to address; time that 
was already somewhat limited. 

Financing was another barrier that all schools faced in meeting the high costs 
of connectivity, in general, and the unexpected expenses that arose during the 
process. Schools were creative in funding their connectivity activities. In one 
instance, using less expensive routers and modems for wide area networking 
reduced the cost of linking buildings that were several miles apart in one rural 
area. Districts also pooled financial resources from a number of sources, 
including bond referendums, the sale of underutilized equipment, and the 
redistribution of existing funds. 

3 Sites were asked to rate and explain their progress on each of their planned activities using a 
scale of 1 to 4 with 1 = dropped, 2 =slow, 3 =as expected, and 4 =achieved. The average 
status of connectivity activities across sites was 3.4. 
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Facilitating Factors 

When asked about the factors promoting successful implementation of their 
connectivity plan, districts cited the availability of: 

• adequate financing, 
• technical support, 
• equipment (notably, computers for student and teacher use and for 

servers), 
• support from the administration and school board, and 
• training on setting up and maintaining networks. 

The collaborative sites also offered the following advice for schools in the 
processes of planning for and implementing activities related to connectivity. 

When planning .. . 

• visit other schools to learn about their process and to see the results; 
• anticipate future technology needs (e.g., wire the entire building and 

use higher capacity wiring); and 
• build in funding for unanticipated expenses 

During implementation ... 

• clarify levels ofresponsibility for project; 
• locate and utilize internal and external sources of technical support; 
• train students and staff to use the new technology; and 
• be patient - you will run into snags! 

Performance 

The purpose of connecting sites through a regional learning network was to 
improve the dissemination of information, to foster collaborative teaching and 
learning activities, and to provide access to staff development opportunities. 
The performance of the collaborative in the first two areas is described below. 
See Section IV for a discussion of the staff development opportunities. 

Connectivity 

As a first step in creating a regional learning network, the collaborative 
assisted districts in getting connected to the Internet by offering technical 
support, email service and web servers, technology training, and access to 
related information. When sites were asked how important the collaborative 
was in helping them to achieve their connectivity goals, 22 of the 28 districts 
that responded felt the grant was "very important." Only one site felt the grant 
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did not add much to their capability to carry out their planned activities as 
they already had considerable resources to draw upon. 

Table 3.1: Effectiveness ratings for dissemination of information through the Southeast 
Learning Collaborative (N=29 districts). 

Available? Utilized? How hel~ful? 1 

Mode of Dissemination #District #Districts Mean 
Publications 
a. The Review (bi-monthly newspaper) 28 27 3.2 
b. Tech Briefs (monthly newsletter) 27 25 3.4 
Electronic Resources 
c. IT3 Web Page 20 11 2.8 
d. IT3 Listservs 18 7 2.8 
Reports and Other Correspondence 
e. Progress Reports from SSC 29 29 3 .4 
f. Other mailings from SSC 27 27 3.5 
Conferences 
g. Techspo '96 27 22 3.7 
h. TechNet '97 (TM/NW) 26 17 3.5 
Meetings 
i. Advisory meetings 28 25 3.5 
j. Abacus meetings2 17 10 3 .2 
Notes: 1 Possible responses to this question were l=not at all helpful, 2=not very helpful, 3=somewhat helpful, 
4=very helpful 
2 Only 6 sites were active in this pilot of a student information management software. 
Source: Southeast Learning Collaborative 's Teacher/Student Partnerships for 2 I" Century Learning, School 
Guidelines for Final Reporting, Section 2: Dissemination (June, 1997). 

Dissemination 

One function of the regional learning network was to provide participants with 
"increased access to timely information." To achieve this, the collaborative 
utilized the Internet, print media, and direct contact to disseminate information 
to project partners. Districts were asked to note their access to and use of the 
different means of dissemination, to rate how helpful these resources were in 
meeting their needs for information, and whether any needs went unmet. 
Table 3.1 summarizes sites' responses to these questions. Based on the 
average ratings, the most helpful source of information was the Techs po '96 
conference while the least helpful sources of information being those provided 
electronically (project web page and listservs). The TechNet '97 conference, 
advisory group meetings, and other project mailings including the Tech Briefs, 
The Review, and progress reports were rated as somewhat to very helpful. 

Sites were also asked ifthere was any information they needed that was not 
available through these sources. Only four sites responded affirmatively with 
the main desire being to know more about plans for expanding the project in 
the future and potential funding sources. 
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Teaching and Learning 

Another purpose of the regional network was to foster collaborative teaching 
and learning activities among participants. This was to occur through 
expanded learning opportunities and the sharing of instructional resources. 

Although the districts were at different stages of connectivity, most reported 
that at least some of their teachers were able to incorporate the new on-line 
technologies (email and the Internet) into their instruction and to use it in 
communicating with their colleagues (See Table 3.2). Section V: NetWeavers 
discusses in more detail how teachers used the Internet for instruction. 

The collaborative was also successful in providing opportunities for teachers 
to meet other educators through project-sponsored conferences, workshops, 
and meetings. To what extent this led to actual collaborations is unknown. 
However, informal sharing of instructional resources across the districts did 
occur at the monthly Advisory Group meetings, at staff development 
workshops and technology conferences sponsored by the collaborative, and to 
some extent through the three project listservs. 

Electronic linkages among teachers and students, however, did not develop as 
expected. In particular, the goal of establishing an electronic data bank of 
instructional materials to be shared by participating districts did not come to 
fruition during the grant period. This was understandable as most of the 
participating districts were in the early or intermediate stages of connectivity 
and thus focused on installing equipment, setting up networks, and training 
staff and students to use the new technology. As part of the evaluation, 
however, sites were asked to submit lesson plans or course syllabi that used 
the Internet for instruction. At a later date these may be shared with the 
participants. 

For the most part, the collaborative partners were also not prepared to focus on 
developing inter-district and community-based opportunities for learning. A 
few districts did, however, pilot modeling and simulation projects involving 
community partners (See Section V: NetWeavers). Such activities wi ll be 
more likely as the regional learning network develops and matures. As the 
fiscal agent for the project, the Southeast Service Cooperative continues to 
seek funding to support such activities through the network. 

Table 3.2: Teacher use of the Internet and email (N=28 districts). 
Number of teachers 

None Some Most AU 
Teachers using the Internet for instruction 0 22 5 1 
Teachers using email for instruction 8 18 1 0 
Teachers using email to communicate with other teachers 2 17 6 3 
Source: Southeast Leaming Collaborative 's Teacher/Student Partnerships for 21" Centwy Learning, School 
Guidelines [or Final Reporting, Section 1: Connectivity (June, 1997). 
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Section IV: Staff Development 

This section documents the staff development activities offered through the 
Southeast Leaming Collaborative and presents indicators of both progress and 
performance. Information was drawn from interviews with administrative 
staff, staff development attendance records and announcements, a survey of 
staff development participants, and evaluations from selected workshops. 

Objective 

To support "teaching and learning for the 21 st century," the collaborative 
planned technology-related training for staff and students on specific 
applications, facilitative teaching, and curriculum development. Specific 
topics were to be selected by teachers and curriculum specialists based on the 
expressed needs of teachers. 

Participation 

The collaborative provided technology training to over 1300 staff, students, 
and members of the broader educational community through conferences; 
special sessions on computer image processing, simulation, and student 
information management; and a wide variety of workshops on use of 
educational technology (see Table 4.1). Of these, 86% were affiliated with 
schools in the collaborative. 

Activities 

Conferences 

The Southeast Leaming Collaborative sponsored three conferences that 
offered technology training for students and teachers. The workshops at 
Techspo '96 and Techspo '9 7 included planning for educational technology 
use, basic and advanced applications, networking and connectivity issues, and 
the integration of technology into instruction and school administration. These 
conferences also included keynote speakers and representatives from 
organizations and businesses serving the technology needs of educators. 

Another conference, TechNet '9 7, provided TechMaster and NetWeaver 
students and teachers an opportunity to showcase their projects, learn about 
other schools' projects, network with one another, and attend workshops and 
roundtable discussions on technology applications, maintenance and 
troubleshooting. 
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Table 4.1: Attendance 1 at staff develo~ment offered throu~h the Southeast Learnin~ Collaborative by district and to~ic. 
ID# School Total Techspo CIPE SIM Abacus Basic Adv. Inst. System Other 

Austin 29 l 4 4 IO 8 2 

2 Blooming Prairie 2 2 

3 Byron 20 5 2 6 I 6 

4 Cannon Falls 22 15 2 5 

5 Chatfield 87 33 2 2 14 26 9 

6 Dover-Eyota 17 13 I 2 1 

7 Elgin-Millville 28 8 I 3 16 

8 Fillmore Central 70 11 I I 47 9 

9 Goodhue 155 12 3 13 2 78 46 I 

IO Grand Meadow 18 6 I I 5 3 2 

11 Hayfield 22 10 2 3 1 4 2 

12 Houston 16 4 2 2 6 2 

13 Kasson-Mantorville 34 15 3 4 3 1 7 I 

14 Kenyon-Wanamingo 50 8 2 31 3 5 

l 5 Kingsland 80 17 4 10 4 12 10 16 7 

16 LaCrescent-Hokah 23 3 3 2 6 1 6 3 

17 Lake City 15 2 9 I 3 

18 Lanesboro 3 I 2 

19 LeRoy-Ostrander 8 3 5 

20 Lewiston 14 4 2 6 2 

21 Lyle 0 

22 Mabel-Canton 21 8 2 6 5 

23 Pine Island 49 14 6 20 3 I 5 

24 Plainview 40 9 3 I 13 3 8 4 

25 Rochester 96 7 20 10 t 30 12 13 7 2 

26 Southland 54 15 I 21 12 2 3 

27 Spring Grove 9 I 2 4 2 

28 Stewartville 21 15 I 3 I I 

29 Wabasha-Kellogg 73 14 2 53 2 2 

30 Zumbrota-Mazeppa 29 12 4 4 3 6 

Non-project schools2 120 78 4 I 19 11 7 4 

Other 3 63 30 I 2 13 2 10 5 I 

Total 1303 363 70 61 42 399 134 168 57 9 
Notes: t Rochester schools held their own Abacus training. 
1 Staff deve lopment attendance records include workshop presenters as well as participants, as most presenters attended other sessions. 
2 "Non-project schools" includes K-12 schools not participating in the Southeast Leaming Collaborative. 
3 "Other" includes vendors, post-secondary institutions, research centers, county extensions, and other education ·service organizations. 
Source: Southeast Service Cooperative, staff development registration records, summer 1996-summer 1997. 
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Staff Development 

Workshops for General Technology and Special Applications 

From February 1996 through June 1997, the Southeast Service Cooperative 
offered 56 different technology workshops. These sessions covered basic, 
advanced, instructional, systems, and other technology use. The number of 
sessions and content offered in each area are described below: 

• Basic (27): introductory courses on productivity software (e.g., word 
processing, presentation and publishing, computer image processing, 
databases, spreadsheets, email, and web searches and navigation) and 
platforms (Windows 95). 

• Advanced (1 2): more advanced uses of the software covered in the 
basic workshops, and specialized programs such as modeling and 
simulation; use of scanners, digicams, and laserdisks; and designing 
and managing web pages. 

• Instructional (13): how to integrate technology into instruction more 
generally and into specific content areas and grade levels. 

• Systems (2) : introduction to networking for Macs and PCs. 

• Other (2): "Building a Technology Staff Development Framework to 
Support Standards-Based Learning," and "Technology Literacy 
Standards." 

In addition to these general technology workshops, multiple-day training 
sessions were offered on three special application programs: 

• Computer Image Processing: Basic and advanced workshops were 
offered in image processing. More than just a "viewer," computer 
image processing software uses the computer as a "tool to make 
measurements and gather data" from digital images (see Section V: 
Net Weavers) . 

• Modeling and Simulation: Through a special arrangement with the 
ProModel Corporation, schools in the collaborative could apply to 
become a pilot site for the company's modeling/simulation programs. 
In doing so, students would be paired with a business partner in their 
community and, with the help of a teacher, work with the partner to set · 
up a model of some aspect of the business and run simulations under 
different conditions (see Section V: NetWeavers). 

• Student Information Management Systems: Districts thinking about 
piloting Abacus, a comprehensive student information management 
system, attended training sessions offered by the software 
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manufacturer. This software allows teachers to prepare individual 
student learning plans, manage assessment data from a variety of 
sources, link curriculum to the Minnesota Graduation Standards, 
generate progress statements for parents and support staff, and track 
student profile data. 

Progress 

In the area of staff development, progress was noted by the ways in which the 
content and delivery of the workshops were modified throughout to meet the 
needs of participants. Few real barriers were encountered during the 
implementation of the various technology training opportunities. This was due 
in part to the experience of the program coordinator who was both 
knowledgeable of effective training models and experienced in organizing 
workshops, and also to the regular and on-going feedback obtained from 
teachers and participants on the trainings and their technology needs. From 
this process emerged elements of and models for effective training. These are 
listed below followed by suggestions for improvement. 

Successful Models for Technology Training 

Different models for effective staff development in the area of technology 
emerged during this project. They included combinations of the following 
components: 

• Duration: once a week for several weeks or week-long summer classes 
• Timing: after school or evenings or daytime summer classes 
• Participants: individual teachers, groups of teachers, entire school 

staff 
• Location: at the school, at the Southeast Service Cooperative (SSC) 

labs, at an area community college 

Depending on the technology readiness of the school and the needs of the 
staff, four different models were deemed effective: 

18 

1. During the school year: Individual teachers or teams attending one-day 
workshops offered at the SSC labs. This option required teachers to 
arrange for substitute teachers. 

2. Summer training: Individual teachers or teams attending week-long 
summer workshops offered at a local community college. Offering 
classes during the summer circumvented the need for teacher release 
time. 
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3. At our house: An entire school staff attending one-day workshops at 
the SSC labs. School chose this option to overcome limited access to 
computers at their own school. 

4. At your house: An entire staff attending one-day workshops at their 
own school with presenters from SSC. Schools opting for this format 
found it was effective, even if the computers were slow, because 
teachers were learning on the equipment they would be using every 
day. Schools paid the same amount for the workshops plus mileage for 
the instructors. 

Because most teachers also learn to use technology on their own time, the 
Southeast Service Cooperative is in the process of developing an on-line 
training program that allows teachers to log on at their convenience and learn 
new skills. Staff knowledgeable in curriculum development and technology 
use that could field questions from users of this electronic delivery system 
would monitor the program. 

Suggestions for Improvement 

Participants in the staff development workshops offered through the Southeast 
Service Cooperative gave the following suggestions for improvement: 

• Getting the word out: Despite efforts to disseminate information 
regarding upcoming trainings through the primary site contact, at times 
the information did not reach interested staff in time to register. As the 
collaborative's regional learning network matures and individual 
teachers are able to connect electronically, this issue will likely be 
resolved. 

• Increased use of multiple platforms: Even though the software 
programs generally operated the same way, many classes were 
available for the Mac or PC version because participants were often 
more comfortable using one platform. Classes where both platforms 
were used at the same time did not work well because the steps were 
slightly different for the Mac and PC and teachers wanted step-by-step 
instructions. In the future, participants would like to see all classes 
offered with separate sections for Mac and PC users. 

• More of the same and more on standards and integration: As access to 
technology increases in the schools, teachers want even more classes 
overall and ones that address the wide range of skill levels. Of those 
already offered, participants wanted more sessions on applications; 
integrating technology, particularly at the primary and elementary 
school levels; purchasing, repairing, maintaining, and trouble-shooting 
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equipment; working with the Minnesota graduation standards; and 
shifting to a facilitator role in the classroom. 

• More hands-on and follow-up sessions: Several participants requested 
that sessions be reformatted to allow more time to apply their new 
skills and to include follow-up sessions for answering questions. 

Participants at the Techspo '96 and TechNet '9 7 conferences reiterated the 
above comments and suggested more hands-on activities and time to attend 
workshops. 

Performance 

A survey of staff development participants provided data for three indicators 
of performance: (1) the extent to which the available training corresponded to 
the needs of the participants, (2) satisfaction with the various elements of the 
training, and (3) the perceived impact of the training. 

Teachers' Technology Use and Need for Training 

Teachers participating in the various technology workshops were surveyed to 
find out how they typically used technology, their perceptions of their 
technology skills, where they learned about technology, and their reasons for 
attending the training sessions. 4 

Almost all of the teachers (96%) said they frequently used technology to 
facilitate their own work (e.g., keeping grades, word processing lesson plans 
and handouts) while many used it to teach about technology (58%), foster 
higher level thinking skills ( 46%) and to facilitate student-driven inquiry 
(44%). When asked to rate their technology skills on a scale of 1 (novice) to 5 
(expert), teachers' ratings corresponded with their use patterns: better skills in 
using computers for professional tasks ( 4.2) than for using computers for 
instruction (3 .6). 

The most common avenue for teachers' technology training was through self
study (98%) . Formal training opportunities through the collaborative (78%) 
and their school (62%), informal learning through colleagues (70%), and 
college classes (64%) were the other primary sources for technology training. 

Teachers' needs for technology training and the workshops offered through 
the collaborative appeared to be well matched. When asked what their main 
reasons were for attending training sessions offered through the collaborative, 
the majority of participants said they wanted to update their technology skills 
and learn new applications. Others wanted to learn how to integrate computers 

4 The primary source of data for this section came from a survey of staff development 
participants (N=90). 
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into their classroom. Of the 59 general and special application workshops, 
69% dealt with learning new applications (basic, advanced, or special) and 
22% with integrating technology into content areas. Enrollment trends also 
suggested that most teachers (71 % ) were focused on learning specific 
applications (basic, advanced, special) while fewer (18%) were poised to 
integrate technology into their classrooms. 

Satisfaction 

Evaluations by students, staff and community members attending staff 
development workshops and technology conferences offered through the 
collaborative were mostly favorable . 

Staff Development Workshops. Eighty-five percent of the participants were 
satisfied with the workshops with only 4% being dissatisfied. 2 Evaluations of 
individual sessions were most favorable for those focusing on integrating 
technology into instruction (see Table 4.2). Time for application during the 
training and interactions among presenters and participants contributed to 
participants' satisfaction while interactions among participants and the clarity 
of presentations detracted somewhat. 

Conference Workshops . Participants also gave favorable ratings for the 
workshops offered at the Techspo '96 conference. Here the proportion of 
sessions focusing on applications and integration was similar to that in the 
staff development workshops (2: 1 ). On a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent), 
participants gave Techspo '96 an overall rating of 4.0. 

TechNet '96 provided TechMaster and NetWeaver students and teachers an 
opportunity to showcase their projects, learn about other schools' projects, 
network with one another, and attend workshops and roundtable discussions 
on technology applications, maintenance and troubleshooting. Using the same 
poor-to-excellent rating scale, the conference received a 4.0 rating overall. 

Special Sessions. Feedback on the modeling and simulation training was 
favorab le as well. All participants gave high marks to the presentation format, 
presenter, and facilities. The main suggestion for improvement was to provide 
more step-by-step instructions. Overall, though, the value of the training was 
rated as 'very good' to 'outstanding.' 

Impact 

When asked about the impact of the workshops, participants felt that the 
sessions were most effective in stimulating their interest in the area and 
increasing their motivation to apply what they had learned than in preparing 
them to do so. Still, roughly two-thirds felt they had improved their skills 

2 Ibid. 
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and/or knowledge in using technology for instruction and were ready put it to 
use. In comparison, just over half of those learning specific applications felt 
the sessions had increased their knowledge and skills were confident of their 
readiness to apply their new skills. (see Table 4.2). 

Table 4.2: Participant ratings of selected technology workshops offered through the 
Southeast Service Cooperative. 

Percent "Very Good" 
Basic & Advanced1 Instructional Use2 

(n=57 ) (n=28) 
Characteristics of the Presentation 

Effective sequence 58 
Clarity of presentation 51 
Opportunities for practical application of content 63 
Interaction among presenters and participants 67 
Interaction among participants 47 

Effectiveness or Potential Impact 
Enhanced your lrnowledge and/or skills of the topic 53 
Stimulated your continued interest in the topic 61 
Prepared you to apply what was learned 54 
Motivated you to apply what was learned 58 

Notes: 1 Workshops on specific applications at basic and advanced levels. 
2 Refers to instructional use of technology or how to integrate it into the curriculum. 
Source: Staff Development Participant Evaluation Summary, 1997; selected sessions. 

Effective Workshop Features 

75 
79 
89 
82 
61 

61 
89 
68 
85 

Workshop participants and the staff development coordinator noted the 
following features as promoting the positive outcomes mentioned above and 
more generally contributing to the success of the technology training: 

• Students and teachers learning together: Having students and teachers 
in the same workshops encouraged them to work together and fostered 
collaborative relationships. This outcome was unanticipated given 
prior concerns that teachers might be uncomfortable when the students 
knew more than they did. 

• Smaller class sizes: Limiting enrollment in each session allowed 
instructors to provide individualized attention and more easily take the 
role of facilitator. 

• Understanding teachers ' changing technology needs: The monthly 
advisory group, comprised of representatives from participating 
districts, was used as a primary means of determining teachers' 
changing needs for technology training. In addition, participant 
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evaluations from workshops were reviewed and used to plan future 
training sessions. 

• Immediate application : Teachers came to the workshops wanting 
things they could apply immediately. The structure of the training 
sessions met this need by teaching the basics of a software program or 
other technology tool in the morning and allowing time for application 
on a meaningful task in the afternoon. Because many teachers were 
uncomfortable with the new technology, workshops also included 
unstructured time to try out equipment and software. 

• Addressing different learning styles: Although having both students 
and teachers in the workshops was useful for building partnerships, 
they tended to differ in their preferred learning style. Teachers were 
typically less familiar with the technology and thus wanted step-by
step instructions and a more routinized approach. Students, on the 
other hand, were more comfortable with the technology and wanted to 
explore on their own, see what happened, and ask for help when they 
needed it. 

• Modeling the facilitator role: Teaching about and with technology 
raises some unique issues for staff development. Learning about 
technology is a more emergent process and is unfamiliar territory to 
many participants. Consequently, a facilitative instructional style is 
more appropriate than a directive approach. This presentation style 
allows trainers to model the facilitator role for teachers while also 
meeting the needs of participants with varying skill levels. Overall, 
participants appreciated that presenters were knowledgeable, easy
going, and flexible in their presentations. 

• Shorter sessions: One-day training sessions worked better than ones 
lasting a week for the simple fact that participants could only absorb so 
much information at once. Even two-day sessions seemed to be too 
long. Another schedule that worked well was holding a three-hour 
workshop one evening a week for three weeks. This gave participants 
a chance to try out what they were learning in their own classroom and 
come back for a follow-up session to share their experiences and ask 
questions . 
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Section V: NetWeavers 

This section describes the activities related to student and teacher use of the 
Internet for instruction and presents indicators of both progress and 
performance. Information was drawn primarily from surveys ofNetWeaver 
teachers and students, and project documents. 

Objective 

NetWeavers (NW) are students and teachers who use the Internet and other 
available resources to create products, investigate topics, and develop new 
research as part of their individual learning plans. This may include projects 
involving cross-curricular applications and community partnerships. 

Participation 

Thirteen districts in the collaborative committed to developing NW projects 
on a formal basis. In three districts this included special partnerships between 
high schools and community business partners to pilot a modeling and 
simulation software program. 

Students 

NW projects were implemented in a variety of classes grades three through 
twelve, although primarily at the high school level. The students in these 
classes typically earned A's and B's and had aspirations of obtaining post
secondary education. About 1 in 4 expected to obtain an advanced 
professional degree (see Table 5.1). Two-thirds of the students had access to a 
computer at home and spent an average of one hour per day using a computer 
outside of school for schoolwork and two hours for fun . Ninety-one percent of 
the students agreed that "knowing about computers and other technology is 
necessary to get a good job" while only 78% felt that their parents wanted 
them to be good with technology. 

Teachers 

NW teachers included both newer and veteran teachers with about half having 
taught less than ten years and the rest more than fifteen. One-third of the 
teachers were quite experienced in using technology in the classroom having 
assigned students computer-based work for more than ten years. Other veteran 
teachers were newcomers to technology and were learning along with their 
younger colleagues. In general, teachers had used computers for professional 
activities such as writing, keeping records, or making class materials longer 
than they had for instruction. The exception was the early innovators who had 
used computers both for professional tasks and for instruction from the very 
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beginning. When asked to rate their skills in using computers for instruction 
the average rating was 3.9 on a scale of 1 (novice) to 9 (expert). 

Table 5.1: Characteristics of NetWeaver students. 

Female 
Computer at home 
Educational Aspirations 

will only graduate from high school 
will graduate from technical or community college 
will graduate from a four-year college or university 
will obtain an advanced degree 

Grades in the last 2 years 
Mostly A's 
Mostl B's 

Source: Net Weaver Student Survey, 1997 (N=371). 

Table 5.2: Characteristics of NetWeaver teachers. 

Years of teaching 
Years using computers for professional activities 
Years had students use computers as a class assignment 
Source: Net Weaver Teacher Survey, 1997 (N=27). 

Instructional Features 

Unlike the TechMaster programs discussed in Section VI, no common 
framework was provided to districts implementing NetWeaver projects. Still, 
the NWs at each school pursued similar objectives and used many of the same 
instructional and assessment methods. Twenty-seven teachers provided brief 
descriptions of their NW projects or units. The collaborative may, in the 
future, request complete lesson plans from these and other Net Weavers for 
publication on a central web site. 

Subject Areas and Grade Levels 

In the collaborative schools, NetWeavers were most likely to be found at the 
high school level (19 projects) but were also used at the elementary (8) and 
middle school (8) levels. Students as young as third grade used the Internet for 
instructional activities . While most of the NW projects were integrated into 
the Social Studies curriculum, a few were piloted in Communications, 
English, Business, Math, and Science classes or were interdisciplinary in 
nature. Most NW activities were appropriate for students of all ability levels 
and for those with special needs. Any that were not typically required pre-
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52 
67 

14 
14 
23 
24 

32 
46 

Average 

15.6 
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requisite courses, more advanced literacy skills, or the ability to physically 
access a computer. 

Objectives and Learning Activities 

In general, the instructional objectives for NW projects focused on enhancing 
students' research and communication skills through the use of technology. 
Students were required to locate information via electronic and more 
traditional resources, to evaluate its usefulness, organize it meaningfully, and 
communicate their findings using graphs, research reports, multimedia 
presentations, and other means. In the process, they learned to use productivity 
tools (e.g. , word processors, spreadsheets, databases), presentation and 
graphical software, electronic references (e.g. , CD-ROMs, laser discs, on-line 
databases) and communication tools (e.g., email). 

The most common format for implementing NW was as a project. Other 
teachers, however, used the Internet throughout an entire lesson, unit, or 
course with one having students log on for a daily activity. Projects typically 
required students to work individually or in pairs with a few teachers 
assigning group projects as well. 

Depending on the availability of technology, teachers either rotated students 
onto classroom computers individually or in pairs while the others engaged in 
other off-line tasks or instruction (i.e., a "dual-class") or had all students 
working on the computers at once, often in a separate lab (i.e., "whole-class"). 
When students were using the technology, teachers acted more as facilitators 
encouraging them to be self-directed in their learning. 

Examples of NW projects by subject include: 

• Mass Media: Students researched responses to a problem described in a 
classmate's letter to an advice columnist; practiced technical writing skills 
by preparing instructions on using different technology and having other 
students test their effectiveness; and created their own coat of arms using 
graphical programs. Special enrichment activities included designing a 
comic strip using special software and creating a public service advertising 
campaign. 

• Math: Students compared the costs of attending different colleges and 
tracked the stock market, presenting their results in graphs and charts. 

• Social Studies: Students gathered information on the Central American 
people and region, planned a trip to the Middle East, and compared news 
coverage of issues from a variety of on- and off-line sources. 
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• Language Arts: Third graders drew a picture of a monster, typed up a 
description in a word processor, and then sent it via email to their pen pals 
in Maryland. Other elementary students participated in Maya QuestTM and 
Journey North™. 

Assessment 

Evaluations of the students ' NW work typically focused on both the process 
and the product. To better understand the processes involved, some teachers 
required students to create portfolios with documents supporting their final 
product (e.g., outlines, notes, earlier paper drafts, worksheets), discuss their 
accomplishments and what they had learned with the teacher, or demonstrate 
their skills in using a particular technology tool. Products included oral and 
multimedia presentations, written summaries and research reports, graphs, 
charts, and other special documents (e.g., greeting cards, newsletters, 
computer-aided drawings) . A few teachers explicitly tied their lessons into the 
graduation standards or used other available scoring rubrics . 

Special Features 

About half of the NW projects involved partnering with people or 
organizations from their community or around the world. A third grade class 
communicated via email with other third graders in Maryland about monsters. 
As part of the Journey North™, Monarch Migration, and Maya Quest™ 
projects students interacted electronically with other students and experts 
around the world. High school students interviewed people in their 
community in writing the history of a local covered bridge. 

Modeling and Simulation Pilot 

In a unique arrangement with the Southeast Leaming Collaborative, the 
ProModel™ Corporation offered to provide special training and support to 
districts piloting modeling and simulation programs designed for the service, 
health care, and manufacturing sectors. The ProModel programs allow users 
to "determine how to use existing resources - personnel, equipment and 
facilities - more efficiently and more productively" by considering how the 
many facets of an organization work together under different circumstances. 
High school students in three districts teamed up with community business 
partners to solve real-world problems using the software. These students were 
the first in the nation to undergo the training and use the software at the high 
school level. 

Initially, the participating students, team leaders, and representatives from the 
community partners received training on the ProModel software. Students 
then began gathering data on their business partner by visiting the site, 
mapping the layout of the organization, talking with personnel, and observing 
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operations. The next step was to use the data they collected to build a model 
of part or all of the organization. To verify that the model was operating 
correctly, several simulations were run. The next steps, which the schools 
were unable to get to during the grant period, were to run additional 
simulations to test "hypothetical changes the business might consider to 
achieve greater efficiency, better service, higher productivity," generate 
reports and analyze the results. 

Goodhue 

Ten high school students at Goodhue participated in the simulation project 
using the service model. Students were drawn primarily from the business and 
math classes and could earn credit by putting in a specified number of hours. 
Five of the students went to the initial training and returned to pair up with the 
other students to build and test a model of the school's computer lab. This 
spring the students toured an implement dealer's facilities and discussed 
issues related to marketing, sales, and inventory as they relate to managing 
parts and retail space. Students returned on another occasion to measure the 
space, divided the tasks up for teams to work on, and began working on 
developing the model. In the future, actual class time will be set aside for the 
project and students will continue working with a local implement dealer and 
perhaps an area bank. In addition to a teacher, the project was supported in 
large part by two staff from the ProModel Corporation who worked one-on
one with the students. 

Pine Island 

Three students at Pine Island enrolled in an independent study course and 
another volunteered to assist the Pine Haven Care Center in streamlining its 
food service operations to reduce waste, number of staff, and staff time. 
Working one-on-one with staff from Pine Haven for an hour each day, 
students compared current meal service with several proposed changes using 
the service model. In the process, they enhanced their research skills by 
examining issues related to long-range planning, time management, need for 
and use of data, and procedures for gathering accurate data. Students observed 
program operations, interviewed staff members, and discussed acceptable 
business behavior and how the viewpoints of various staff differ by their 
position. Students also learned what it takes to provide a service (e.g., setting 
goals, and delivering on promises made to the customer) and about basic 
business principles (e.g., making decisions based on the big picture, assessing 
what is good for the company as a whole, and the interrelatedness of all 
aspects of a business). Although another business in the area would like to 
simulate an expansion of its manufacturing process, neither the school staff 
nor students presently have enough time to begin another proj ect. Pine Island 
is, however, hoping to integrate the program into their business education 
classes and potentially offer it as a community service. 
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Rochester 

Students at John Marshall high school were in the process of setting up a 
partnership with the architect designing the new secondary school. In the 
meantime, they received training, created a demonstration model of the new 
building for the City Council to use in its presentations, and presented their 
model to the Chamber of Commerce. 

Progress 

For sites piloting the NetWeaver program, progress was noted by the ways in 
which the programs were adapted to the needs of individual classrooms and 
schools. Teachers were asked to describe barriers they encountered and how 
these were addressed, factors facilitating the successful implementation of 
NetWeaver programs, and suggestions for improvement. 

Barriers to Implementation 

• Limited staff time: For districts piloting ProModel modeling and 
simulation projects, limited staff time was an issue. All of the school 
staff and community partners participating in the simulation projects 
volunteered their time with some working outside of their normal work 
hours. Because the schools initiated the project, they were expected to 
provide a teacher(s) to manage the project, offer support at the 
building level, and work with students on their projects. However, 
since the simulation projects were not incorporated into existing 
classes, most teachers had little time in their schedules to devote to the 
project. At one site, a staff member from the community partner took 
the lead in managing the program to overcome this problem. 

• Limited access to technology: Students and teachers both cited the lack 
of access to adequate technology as a major frustration when working 
on their NW projects. Some schools simply had few computers 
available for instruction; others had older ones that were slow when 
logged onto the Internet. In addition, some graphics-based software 
programs (e.g., computer image processing, modeling and simulation, 
and others) require higher-powered computers. For schools with only 
one or two computers in the classroom, scheduling time in the 
computer lab was also an issue with classes sometimes able to get in 
only once or twice a quarter. Consequently, teachers often adopted the 
"dual-classroom" model in which students took turns using the few 
classroom computers while the rest of the class was engaged in other 
instructional activities. 
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Facilitating Factors 

• High degree of student interest: "Students were very enthusiastic about 
learning, participating, and sharing their expertise that they learned" 
with other students and with their community partners. Some teachers 
noted that attendance tended to be higher on days when students were 
working on their NW projects and that their behavior improved 
overall. Students were quick to learn new software programs and often 
explored on their own to find new ways to use the technology. 

• Administrative support: Teachers noted the importance of having 
support from the district- and building-level administrations for NW 
projects. Such support was evident in the commitment to providing 
adequate technology and technical support within the school. 

• External support: Support from sources outside of the school was 
especially important for districts piloting the ProModel modeling and 
simulation software. The complex nature of the software, its high cost, 
and the collaborative nature of the simulation projects required 
technical and financial assistance and high levels of trust in order to 
achieve the full benefits of the program. Various sources of external 
support allowed sites to focus their efforts on learning and working 
with their business partners to apply this technology. 

The ProModel Corporation made a special effort to provide extended 
technical support to pilot sites as they learned the software and worked 
through their models. Monthly Advisory Group meetings organized by 
the collaborative also provided NW teachers with a forum for 
discussing implementation and curriculum issues. 

Financial assistance was also provided by the ProModel Corporation, 
which sold the software to districts at a substantially reduced cost to 
encourage its use at the high school level. In addition, local businesses 
donated additional funds to supplement those available through the 
collaborative to enable students and teachers to attend the trainings. 

Finally, the trust expressed by community partners encouraged NW 
students and teachers to take the initiative in providing services and 
products that would be useful for all involved. 

Suggested Improvements 

30 

• More and better equipment: NW projects typically required teachers to 
rotate pairs of students onto a few classroom computers or schedule 
limited whole-class time in school labs. Without increased access to 
computers on a regular basis (e.g., more in the classroom) teachers will 
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have to continue using the "dual-classroom" model where they split 
their time between helping a few students on the computers and 
instructing the rest of the class. If the classroom is to be transformed 
into one where teachers and students spend more of their time learning 
together, they will need additional computers which allow them to 
focus more on learning and less on trouble-shooting technical issues 
and dual-classroom management. 

• Formalize assignments: In order to promote self-directed learning in 
students and in turn allow teachers to act more as guides, NW projects 
need to contain clearly defined expectations and parameters. If 
assignments are too open ended, students can get lost in the vast 
amount of information they encounter or forget that the technology is 
simply a tool for accomplishing tasks. Formal guidelines and deadlines 
for completing assignments and projects can help keep the focus on 
instruction and aid accountability. 

Modeling and Simulation Projects 

• Ties to existing curriculum: The students working with ProModel 
usually did so on their own time or as an independent study. To fully 
realize the educational benefits, the project should be integrated into 
relevant curriculum such as business education. This would ensure 
adequate teacher supervision, links to relevant curricular areas such as 
business education, and facilitate the recording of students' progress. 
The ProModel Corporation is currently working with the pilot sites to 
develop a classroom curriculum and hoping to expand the program 
activities to the junior high level. 

• Staff compensation: If schools wish to integrate the modeling and 
simulation program into existing classes, staff must have time to plan a 
new curriculum. If the program remains an add-on, then compensating 
staff in some manner (e.g., release time, stipend) will better allow 
them to manage the activities with community partners, work with 
students, and monitor student progress. 

• Additional training: In most cases, the three-day training sessions did 
not provide enough time to learn the complex ProModel program. 
While most students seemed to learn the program quickly, others had 
difficulty getting started upon returning to their school. Supervising 
teachers especially wanted more training for themselves. 

Performance 

Several indicators of performance were assessed for the Net Weaver programs: 
the opportunities for gaining real- life experience, dissemination of products, 
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participant satisfaction, and the impact of the program on participating 
students and teachers. These are described below followed by a summary of 
effective program features. 

Increased Opportunities for "Real-World" Learning 

All of the NW projects, lessons, and classes provided students with increased 
opportunities to examine real life issues and solve actual problems. Students 
were challenged to learn about and understand issues taking place in their 
backyard and around the world. They participated in conversations within a 
broader community, bringing their individual and local perspectives to bear on 
global issues. 

Dissemination: Conference Presentation 

In August, seven high school students and three staff from the Goodhue, Pine 
Island, and Rochester districts presented their modeling and simulation 
projects at the international ProModel users Conference in Utah. After seeing 
the quality of these students' projects, a modeling and simulation competition 
with an accompanying scholarship was created at the high school level. 

Satisfaction 

Not surprisingly, NW students were very satisfied with the program. Overall, 
87% said they enjoyed being a NW. When asked what they liked most about 
using the Internet for class assignments, students said they liked using it to 
look for information because it was "something new besides books," and it 
was fun, easier, and quicker. They did not like working with older equipment 
that tended to break down and, generally, not having enough computers to go 
around. 

Impact on Instruction 

When teachers were asked how their role differed for the NW projects 
compared to instruction not involving technology, the most common response 
was that they became more of a facilitator or guide in the classroom, learning 
right along with their students. NW students also shifted in their roles, 
becoming more self-directed in their learning. Overall, the classroom 
environment was more interactive and less formal with little lecture and more 
hands-on and individualized assistance for students working individually and 
in small groups. 

An unintended outcome of the NW projects was the development of a regional 
expertise in computer image processing facilitated by the efforts of a few 
teachers who sought out training in this area and brought their knowledge and 
skills to the classroom. 
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Impact on Students 

Of the 27 teachers returning information about their NW projects or classes, 
24 said they observed changes in students' technology skills, interest in 
technology, research skills, and self-confidence. 

• Increased skills in using technology: Students demonstrated a 
"surprising" level of expertise in using technology to conduct research 
and communicate their results in a variety of formats. Even they were 
impressed with what they could create and took pride in their 
productions. Starting with some guidance from their teachers, students 
took the initiative and learned even more about the technology on their 
own. 

);;:- NW students' self-rated computer skills increased significantly 
over the course of the program, up 1.8 points on a scale of 1 
(novice) to 9 (expert). The average skill level at the start of the 
program was 4.3 and 6.4 at the end. 

);;:- Having a computer at home did not affect the increase in students' 
self-rated computer skills. The average increase in skills was the 
same for students with and without a home computer. 4 

);;:- 81 % of students felt that their computer and technology skills had 
improved by being a NW 

);;:- Only 35% of the students found working with technology to be 
harder than they had expected. 

);;:- 62% of the NW students felt they were good at helping other 
students use computers while 29% said they were good at helping 
their teacher use technology 

• Increased interest in using technology: Teachers observed that 
attendance was highest on days when students would be involved in 
NW projects. Behavior also improved drastically for some students 
with most students conducting themselves well overall. Students 
wanted to meet more frequently to work on their NW projects, were 
"motivated to do anything," worked hard on the assignments and even 
worked during their free time. Students were enthusiastic about 

3 The change of i .8 points in students' self-rated computer skills was significant at the .00 I 
level. 
4 Students with a computer at home increased their self-rated computer skills by 2. 1 those 
without by 2.4. The difference in the average increase was not significant at the .05 level. 
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learning, participating, and sharing their expertise with others. As one 
teacher said, the technology bug was "contagious!" 

~ 81 % of students said they looked forward to working on their NW 
projects 

• Increased skills in conducting research: Having improved their skills 
in using technology, students became more proficient in researching 
topics and communicating their results. Many noted that finding 
information on the Internet was often "quicker than using books" 
although at times they had to "look through millions of things" before 
finding what they wanted. In the process, though, they learned to 
define and redefine search terms, sift through information and evaluate 
its usefulness, and organize and present their results in a meaningful 
way. 

• Increased self-confidence: One community partner noted that the 
effective use of the ProModel modeling and simulation program was 
determined equally by students' interviewing and computer skills. In 
gathering data, students needed to observe day-to-day operations and 
talk with staff to really understand the issues involved. Students' poise 
and confidence was demonstrated as they developed their projects and 
presented them at the national ProModel conference. 

Impact on the Community 

• Serving a real need: The modeling and simulation projects were 
unique in their focus on providing a service to the community. In 
helping their business partners explore real concerns, the students 
provided much needed assistance at a good price. "Without this 
simulation, it would've been just trial and error," said one partner who 
noted that the only other option was to hire a consultant who might 
have the job done quickly, but at a rate they couldn't afford (e.g., up to 
$150 an hour). Businesses also could not afford the ProModel software 
on their own. Thus, these school-community partnerships truly filled a 
need while being both economical and educational. 

• Facilitating change: Having access to the ProModel software provided 
a very effective means of exploring changes in business practices. 
"People generally don' t like change, so if we can model changes on 
the computer with the best probability of working, we'll have the least 
disruption for residents and staff' said an administrator from one 
community partner. 
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Effective Program Features 

Net Weaver staff and students were asked what worked well about their 
projects. The following features were noted as promoting the positive 
outcomes mentioned above and more generally contributing to the success of 
the NetWeaver program: 

• "Dual-classroom" management: Due to limited access to computers in 
the classroom many teachers found that NW activities worked best 
when they rotated students onto the one or two classroom computers 
while providing other instructional activities for the rest of the class. In 
this "dual-classroom" teachers often had to shift back and forth from 
leading whole class activities to facilitating students' computer 
activities. 

• Individual and small group computer work: For NW projects 
integrated into the classroom, teachers found it worked best to have 
students work on their own, in pairs, or small groups. The latter 
options were especially helpful in allowing classes to take advantage 
of a limited number of computers but also encouraged collaboration 
among students. 

• Access to computers in the classroom : Teachers with access to 
computers in their classrooms found it easier to implement NW 
projects. Having computers available at any time allowed more 
flexibility in dealing with the inevitable "down time" when students 
were unable to log onto the Internet. 

• Well-planned assignments: Teachers noted that much of the time 
students were able to work on their own as long as assignments were 
well planned and they had templates to follow. In most instances, 
teachers provided an outline of the tasks to be completed, data to be 
collected, or questions to be answered by using the Internet and other 
sources of information. Some assignments were provided as 
worksheets while others simply listed the requirements for a research 
paper or other product. At times, teachers provided web addresses to 
help students get started on their assignments. The final result of this 
planning was that students could be more self-directed in their 
learning. This allowed teachers to split their time between small 
groups on the computers and whole-class activities, when necessary, 
and to act more as a guide or facilitator on the NW projects. 

• Community-school linkages: For the simulation projects, it was 
especially important to have a liaison at the school and a community 
mentor to take advantage of both the educational and service elements. 
Although students were very quick to learn how to use the software, 
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they needed the expertise and knowledge of business operations 
provided by the community partners. Overall, the modeling and 
simulation projects truly were and needed to be cooperative efforts. 

The following comments summarize well the impact of the Net Weaver 
program: 

36 

"ProModel software represents the front line of what we believe will 
be essential in future business survival. [Our organization] plans to use 
it to evaluate many of our strategic planning options. The students save 
us hours of programming, and in several instances this year, offered 
very interesting ideas for streamlining our current operations. Since 
they do not work in this business on a daily basis, their suggestions 
were from a fresh perspective, usually outside of the options we would 
normally explore." - Community partner on simulation project 

"A student who was a real misfit has found his niche. He is now 
respected for his knowledge and skill and far more comfortable with 
himself." - NetWeaver Teacher 

"One particular student who had low motivation was suddenly 
interested in finding out more information on his paper topic via the 
Internet." - Net Weaver teacher 

"My students were high for this project - I do not publish just anything 
on the web. One student with a learning disability worked extremely 
hard at getting her paper published. Her mom called to thank me for 
expecting the very best from her. It took her four submissions to get 
published, but she had fun .. .it was a challenge ... and, she emolled in a 
summer writing project!" - Net Weaver teacher 

"One student used the Digital Chisel to create a multimedia project 
which won first place in the nation. She received a $1,000 savings 
bond. All the students became excited about the technology!" -
NetWeaver teacher 
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Section VI: TechMasters 

This section describes the activities related to the model program for training 
students and teachers to be resources for technology users and presents 
indicators of both progress and performance. Information was drawn primarily 
from surveys of TechMaster teachers and students, site visits, and project 
documents. 

Objective 

To support technology use in the schools, the collaborative provided sites with 
a basic framework from which they could develop TechMaster (TM) 
programs to fit the resources of their district. TechMasters are specially 
trained students and teachers who act as resources for students, staff and the 
community providing technology information and training. 

Participation 

Of the 29 districts in the collaborative, 20 implemented a TM program in 
some form during the grant period and two others were preparing to institute a 
program during the following school year. The districts with TM programs 
ranged in size from small (less than 500 students) to large (more than 2000), 
represented all stages of connectivity (early to advanced) and used both old 
and new computers. 

Students 

Approximately 250 students participated in the TM programs. While the 
average number of students per program was 13, the number ranged from 1 to 
66. The programs in the collaborative schools demonstrated that TMs could be 
any student. In some cases, students had special needs or were foreign 
exchange, honors, or gifted and talented students. One program recruited 
students who were already acting as peer counselors. 

The typical TM student was male, had a computer at home, received mostly 
A's and B's, and expected to earn a four-year post-secondary degree (see 
Table 6.1 ). Outside of school, these students spend an average of one hour per 
day using a computer for schoolwork and two hours for fun. Almost all agreed 
that "knowing about computers and other technology is necessary to get a 
good job" and 89% felt their parents want them to be good with technology. 
Almost all said they wanted to be a TechMaster so they could learn more 
about technology. 
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Teachers 

In most cases, only one teacher or staff person worked with the TM program. 
This person was typically the school's technology coordinator or media 
specialist although a few programs also relied on classroom teachers and 
coordinators from the gifted and talented programs. 

Table 6.1: Characteristics of TechMaster students. 
Percent 

Female 
Computer at home 
Educational Aspirations 

40 
73 

will only graduate from high school 6 
16 
50 
28 

wi ll graduate from technical or community college 
will graduate from a four-year college or university 
will obtain an advanced degree 

Grades in the last 2 years 
Mostly A's 56 

36 Most! B's 
Source: Tech Master Student Survey, 1997 (N=l 51 ). 

Program Features and Activities 

Although each TM program was designed to fit the resources and interests of 
the teachers, students and community, their design was informed by curricular 
framework and philosophy available through the collaborative (see Appendix 
A). Because of this common framework, many of the TM programs shared 
similar features that are summarized below. (For profiles of individual TM 
programs see Appendix B.) 

Purpose 

The main purpose of the TM programs was to offer technology training for 
selected students and teachers who might then provide support for technology 
users throughout the district. As such, TMs often assumed responsibility for 
tasks previously assigned to technical support staff (e.g., installing, 
troubleshooting and maintaining equipment) and organizers of professional 
development (e.g., training other students and teachers). Some districts even 
included the TM program in their overall technology plan. Whether recruiting 
and training five dozen students or harnessing the skills of one student who 
just happened to know a lot about technology, the TM model provided a 
means of supporting administrative and instructional technology use at all 
grade levels. 
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Eligibility 

Students wanting to be TMs typically had to meet minimum eligibility 
requirements. These included being in the designated grade levels, completing 
an application process, and demonstrating other criteria for participation. 
Although the programs were in grades 4-12, most were located in the middle 
and high schools. When the program was not offered as a class, students often 
had to complete an application that included recommendations from teachers, 
parents, or peers and an interview with the TM supervising teacher. 
Otherwise, students enrolled in TM classes as they would any other course. 
Other criteria for participation often included some combination of the 
following which were suggested in the TM planning guide: interest, 
enthusiasm, time commitment, strong verbal and written communication 
skills, ethics, self-directed learner, basic technology skills, and curiosity. In 
addition to these requirements, some programs had explicitly stated conditions 
for continued participation: that students maintain or improve their grades, 
complete all homework assignments, demonstrate appropriate behavior, and 
continue to learn and assist others. Some districts targeted specific groups of 
students, specifically honors or gifted and talented. 

Program Structure 

In most instances, the majority of program activities took place during school 
hours with time before and after school being used as well to accommodate 
students' varied schedules. Some programs also offered training sessions on 
Saturdays and over the summer. 

About half of the TM programs offered academic credit, mostly through 

I independent study options but some as regularly scheduled classes. Working 
I I on an independent study model allowed more flexibility in scheduling and 

gave students the opportunity to pursue their own areas of interest. Non-credit 
programs operated more informally to accommodate students' schedules. 
Typically, TMs would check in with the supervising teacher whenever their 
schedule permitted to set up training opportunities, respond to the technical 
assistance needs of students and teachers, and discuss their activities. 

Learning Activities 

Opportunities for TM students and teachers to learn about technology came 
through formal training sessions, self-directed learning, and hands-on 
experience gained through service to students, staff, and the community. 

The TechMaster Planning Outline (see Appendix B) notes that TMs are 
expected to increase their level of understanding and expertise in a number of 
areas. "While they may choose to specialize in a particular area of technology, 
it is expected that all TechMasters will be reasonably competent in the broad 
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range ofleaming technologies." These competencies are divided into three 
levels to guide program activities and assist in monitoring progress. It is 
reasonable to expect that a TM may have skills and expertise that spans more 
than one level. 

The specific skills to be demonstrated at each level are described in the 
Planning Guide and include demonstrating understanding and expertise in the 
following areas: 

• technology ethics, 
• library research, 
• basic computer operations, 
• productivity tools and specialty applications, 
• communications, 
• video, audio, and photography, 
• teaching, 
• equipment management and maintenance, 
• technology needs assessments, 
• project planning and development, and 
• software and application development. 

Over the course of the project, TM students demonstrated their expertise in all 
of these areas. Some examples of service included: 

• assisting students and teachers in using technology in classrooms and 
computer labs; 

• reviewing software and making recommendations for school use; 
• setting up new computers and software; 
• troubleshooting problems with computers, peripherals, VCRs, and 

other technology; 
• maintaining network servers; 
• designing web pages for the school and community organizations; 
• producing an educational video on tornado safety, a documentary of a 

local covered bridge, and the school ' s daily televised announcements; 
• creating publications for school events; 
• development of a computerized class registration system; and 
• researching the technology needs of the school and presenting 

recommendations to the school board. 

In addition to assisting students and staff within their school, TMs from high 
schools often helped out at the middle and elementary schools. Some even 
worked on a regular basis with community organizations. 
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Staffing 

The typical TM program was supervised by a single staff member whose 
regular position at the school was that of technology coordinator or media 
specialist. A few programs were coordinated by a classroom teacher. Some 
schools provided compensation to TM staff through stipends, reduced 
teaching loads, or release time each week. For technology coordinators and 
media specialists, fulfilling their duties in the course of their regular position 
was somewhat easier than for the regular teachers whose need to be in the 
classroom limited their availability to work with TM students. 

Progress 

For sites piloting TechMaster programs, progress was noted by the ways in 
which the programs were modified to meet the needs of the individual schools 
and districts. Program staff and students were asked to describe barriers they 
encountered and how these were addressed, factors facilitating the successful 
implementation ofTechMaster programs, and suggestions for improvement. 

Barriers to Jmplementation 5 

• Limited staff time: Although some teachers were given release time to 
supervise TM students, most felt the program could benefit from 
additional time to work with the students, create a curricula for the 
program, and document program activities and students' progress. 
Even when the program was offered as a formal class, teachers usually 
needed to provide some level of supervision or guidance to TM 
students who were working on special projects or assisting other 
students and staff outside of class. TM staff also needed time to meet 
with one another, especially in districts that offered programs at 
multiple sites. As noted earlier, it was often somewhat easier for the 
school's technology coordinator or media specialist to supervise the 
TM program because they were more accessible. 

• Restrictions on student time: Because TM students usually had 
different class schedules and some were involved in extracurricular 
activities, the schedule for program activities had to be tailored for 
each school. One solution was to operate the program more informally 
or as an independent study options so students could work on proj ects 
and provide technical assistance during their study halls and before 
and after school. Some students even worked at home on projects such 
as web pages. When students did not have study halls they had to be 

5 Districts that chose not implement a TM program cited lack of staff time and funding to 
purchase equipment as the primary reasons for their decision. All, however, would like to do 
so in the future. 
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released from classes to assist with technology. This limited the 
amount of time they could assist others because schools didn't want to 
be pulling the same students out of class too often. At one program, 
this concern led to the requirement that students keep up with their 
regular class assignments or be dropped from the TM program. In 
some instances, students simply had to drop out of the program for 
lack of time. 

• Limited access to technology: When the TM programs began, many 
schools were in the process of wiring their buildings and acquiring 
newer technology, or attempting to obtain funding to do so. Until the 
connections were in place and the equipment arrived, however, some 
programs had to limit or modify their activities to work with a smaller 
number of computers or older computers with limited capabilities ( e.g, 
learning productivity tools instead of assisting students and teachers 
with learning to use the Internet and email) . Others took advantage of 
this early stage in technology integration to train TM students before 
teachers received the new technology. If equipment for the school was 
forthcoming, this training was likely to be well utilized; otherwise, the 
potential existed for TM programs to benefit only participating 
students and teachers. 

• Attitudes towards students as providers of technical support and 
training: Initially, some teachers were uncomfortable having students 
"teach" them during in-services and a few perceived students' new role 
as technical support in the classroom as a challenge to their authority. 
By the end of the program these sentiments were no longer true. 
However, concerns about limiting TM students' access to network 
accounts for security reasons and being careful to not see students 
simply as technology support continue to be discussed at the 
administrative level. One person noted that not entrusting students 
with these responsibilities could mean delays in integrating technology 
as the time-consuming tasks would fall upon a sole technology 
coordinator. 

• Program size: An issue related to the limited availability of staff time 
and equipment was program size. For the school with 66 TM students, 
the program operated well using an informal structure and the "loosely 
organized" service arrangement to provide increased technical support 
for the school. Some schools, however, needed to limit the number of 
students in the program due to lack of equipment. Other programs set 
15 students as the maximum number to keep the group more personal 
and to enhance communication and supervision. The average program 
served 13 students. 
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Facilitating Factors 

Staff at TM pilot sites cited the commitment of administrators and the 
availability of equipment most often as the factors facilitating the successful 
implementation of the program. 

• Technology readiness: Sites equipped with newer computers and 
connections to the Internet had the most flexibility in offering TM 
students and teachers technology training and service to the district 
and community. Nevertheless, schools with older equipment or fewer 
computers overall were able to support TM programs by focusing 
more on the training aspects. In either case, having more computers 
and Internet access points available in a school meant that the program 
impact could extend beyond training to supporting technology use 
schoolwide. 

• Administrative support: While many sources of internal and external 
support were identified as benefiting the TM programs, it was the 
commitment from district and school administrations that seemed to 
set the tone for the programs. Administrative decisions greatly 
influenced key program elements such as staffing, availability of 
equipment, and the role of the TM program at a school. 

• Other internal support: The willingness of teachers and technology 
coordinators to let students take a more directive role and the 
confidence they displayed in students provided the basis for internal 
program support. Moreover, the TM students and staff did their best to 
make the program work. Students assumed and carried out their new 
and sometimes heavy responsibilities with maturity; staff were 
experienced and dedicated to modeling new student-teacher 
partnerships. 

• External support: Parents' unanimous support for new learning 
opportunities for their children and communities' participation in 
special technology projects demonstrated external support. The 
collaborative was another important source of external support in 
providing funding, technical support, and the creation of a regional 
learning network that encouraged TM staff to communicate with other 
schools piloting programs via telephone, email, and the monthly 
meetings. 

• Attitudes of TechMaster staff and students: Another essential 
ingredient for successful TechMaster programs was the enthusiasm 
and interest of participating students and teachers and their willingness 
to form new partnerships in the pursuit of expertise in using 
technology. 
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Suggested Improvements 

• More formal structure: While the informal nature of the TM program 
was useful during the pilot stage, staff felt that a more formal program 
or class-structure with more defined tasks or a curriculum might aid in 
the supervision of students and help keep them on task. 

• Recording student progress: Aside from the benefit of increased 
technical service to the school, the TM program offered an opportunity 
for students to master new skills and knowledge that were not always 
available through traditional curricula. Assessing and recording 
students' progress in these areas raised some important issues. The 
main issue was one of how to assess multimedia products (e.g., 
presentations, web pages, etc.) and quality of service provided; both of 
which are areas not typically assessed in most classrooms. While most 
schools simply focused on the completion of tasks and projects, a few 
administered skills tests, engaged students in reflecting on the quality 
of their work, or utilized the Minnesota graduation standards as means 
of accountability. The latte!' options deserve further examination as 
existing tools for developing a framework for assessing students' skills 
and knowledge in the application of technology in a wide variety of 
settings. 

• Expansion: TM participants and school staff wanted to see the 
program expand to offer the experience to more students, to increase 
the number of staff assisting with the program, and to extend the 
technical assistance available to the school through the program. 

Performance 

Several indicators of performance were assessed for the TechMaster 
programs: the amount of staff time allotted to the program, number of students 
earning academic credit, hours of technical service provided by the program to 
the district, participant satisfaction, and the impact of the program on 
participating students and the school. These are described below followed by a 
summary of effective program features. 

Staff Time 

The estimated amount of staff time devoted to TM programs offering formal 
classes was 20 hours for administrative duties over and above the instructional 
duties. Staff time for non-class programs ranged from 100 to 200 hours for 
smaller programs to several hundred to a thousand hours fo r larger programs. 
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Students Earning Credit 

All 110 students who were eligible to receive credit for their work as a TM, 
either through a regularly scheduled class or an independent study, completed 
the requirements to do so. Eighty-nine percent of all TM students said they 
would participate in the program again, even if they did not receive course 
credit. 

~ Hours of Service 

When asked to estimate the number of hours of technical assistance provided 
to the districts by TM students and teachers, the responses ranged from a low 
of 10 hours to more than 2800 hours . Typical programs provided around 200 
hours of assistance with many noting plans to expand next year to allow more 
interested students to participate and to meet the increasing need for technical 
assistance. As one teacher noted, as the TechMaster program becomes more 
popular the need for assistance seems to increase. 

Satisfaction 

As expected, TM students were very satisfied with the program. Overall, 99% 
said they enjoyed being a TM and 95% would tell a friend to be in the 
program. When asked what they liked most about the program, TM students 
cited the freedom to learn at their own pace and explore areas of interest, 
helping others use technology, and learning new and practical skills in a fun 
environment. They did not like working with older equipment that tended to 
break down, being responsible for routine maintenance tasks (e.g. , cleaning 
computers, taking inventory, reformatting disks), dealing with "people 
conflicts" and lack of trust from teachers, and generally not having more time 
for TM activities. 

Impact on TechMaster Students 

Information on the impact of the program on participating students was drawn 
from interviews with TM staff and a survey of TM students.6 

• Increased skills in using technology: Through the TM program, 
students gained skills in problem-solving, teaching, and teamwork in 
the context of using technology. Aside from the "techies" who knew a 
great deal about technology prior to becoming a TechMaster, students 
went from turning on computers to installing Ethernet Cards. Even the 
more experienced students enhanced their "service" skills by assisting 
other students and teachers solve technical problems and their teaching 
skills by showing others how to use technology in different 

6 15 1 of the approximately 250 TechMaster students completed a survey. 
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applications. One girl said that setting up a computer was the "most 
she'd ever learned". 

>- TM students' self-rated computer skills increased significantly 
over the course of the program, up 2.4 points on a scale of 1 
(novice) to 9 (expert). 10 The average skill level at the start of the 
program was 4.4 and 6.8 at the end. 

>- Based on their self-ratings, students who did not have a computer 
at home increased their computer skills almost twice as much as 
those who did over the course of the TM program. The average 
gain for students with a computer at home was 1.9 versus 3.6 for 
those without. 11 

>- When asked if they felt their skills in using computers and other 
technology had improved by being a TM, 95% of the students 
agreed. 

>- "We offered a workshop second quarter on HTML. One of the 
TechMasters decided to do a web page on Future Leaders of 
America (FLA) and submitted her pages as a project for the annual 
competition. She advanced to the Regional and then the State 
levels. Since our provider was not yet prepared to post our web 
pages, a member of the community allowed her to post her page to 
his account. She has now qualified to go on to the national level." -
TechMaster teacher 

>- "We have a 10th grade girl who joined the TechMaster program 
after we gave her access to some of the hardware and software 
purchased with the grant. She created a power point presentation, 
which was used in conjunction with a choir concert and became the 
hit of the show. Since then she has spent countless hours creating 
graphics for our web page using advanced techniques on 
Photoshop." - TechMaster teacher 

• Increased interest in technology: Although TM students came into the 
program with high interest in technology, their interest continued to 
grow as they entered new territory and acquired more skills. The more 
they learned, the more they wanted to learn. Most TM programs were 
largely student-driven in their selection of topics and self-directed in 
the learning style, although students typically received some degree of 
formal training. In some cases, students were encouraged to specialize 
in a particular type or application of technology. After demonstrating 

10 The change of2.4 points in students' self-rated computer skills was significant at the .001 
level. 
11 This difference was significant at the .001 level. 
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mastery of the necessary skills, students were given primary 
responsibility for tasks such as setting up and maintaining equipment 
and networks. Attendance was always high with staff noting that 
students were always waiting at the door to the media center and 
computer labs in the morning, excited about working with the 
technology. 

~ "One special needs student became very interested and attended all 
the meetings. He did have a hard time doing things individually, 
but he was very excited about working on it, much more so than 
other class work." - TechMaster teacher 

~ Despite the fact that only one-third of the TM students expressed 
an interest in pursuing a computer-related occupation, the most 
frequent suggestion for improving the program aside from 
acquiring more and better computers was to increase the amount of 
time available for program activities. 

~ 93% of the TM students said they looked forward to participating 
in the TM program each week 

Increased self-confidence and self-esteem: The increased levels of 
responsibility, trust, and respect that TMs received was not always 
available to students in the typical school setting. Students who were 
once viewed as "computer nerds" were now asked by other students, 
"can you help me on the Internet?" For these "techie" students, the TM 
program has "given them a niche and a huge measure of acceptance 
from other students that they wouldn't have had before." The 
continued success in working with students and teachers as the 
school's technology "experts" also boosted the confidence of TM 
students and helped them become more poised in their roles as trainers 
and technicians: 

~ "Kids who used to be quiet and shy and in their "own little world" 
came out of their shells and shared their knowledge with others. 
What better life skill is there?" - TechMaster teacher 

~ "The TechMaster program has allowed me to work with an 
enthusiastic and dedicated group of young people. Several of the 
TM students are special education students who have really 
blossomed. They are seen as experts and leaders by staff and 
fellow students. I have gained some life-long friends from this 
program. Students have left with a new confidence and respect for 
themselves. 
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)o> Only 42% of the TM students found that working with technology 
was harder than they expected. 

)o> 95% of TM students felt they were good at helping other students 
use computers and other technology and 89% said they were good 
at helping teachers . 

)o> 91 % felt like they made an important contribution by helping 
students and teachers. 

Impact on the School 

Other noticeable effects of the TechMaster programs were on the school as a 
whole: 

• Increased awareness of technology as a tool for learning: The 
presence of the TM students and teachers in classrooms and computer 
labs in and of itself increased awareness of technology throughout the 
school. Having TMs work with students and teachers on special 
projects and encouraging them to explore different uses for the 
available technology meant that many more ideas were generated than 
would have been if the task were left up to the school ' s technology 
coordinator whose range of duties often left little time for developing 
instructional applications. 

• Increased availability of technical support at a reduced cost: An 
obvious benefit of the program is the increased support available to the 
school at a lower cost. Even for schools that offered a TM class or 
compensated TM teachers with release time or a stipend, the number 
of "technical support staff' increased by an average of 13 . Moreover, 
with TMs assuming much of the responsibility for setting up and 
maintaining equipment, technology coordinators were able to spend 
more time working directly with students and teachers and managing 
the TM program. 

• Increased use of technology among teachers and students: With 
increased support overall and more ideas for how to use technology, 
teachers and students were more comfortable in using the new 
technology. In addition to working on special projects with teachers, 
TM students modeled how technology could be used by students in 
using it for their own schoolwork designing multimedia presentations. 

• Increased community involvement: In some districts, students worked 
with businesses in the community to troubleshoot equipment 
problems, design web pages, and solve real world business problems 
using modeling and simulation programs. Community organizations 
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often helped out by providing needed equipment or web servers to 
schools. 

Examples of TM contributions to the school included: 

• New course registration system: High school TM students designed a 
relational database for class registration cutting the time for 
registration down from two to three months to six hours. The system 
also works with the school's student information management system. 

• Lab assistants: TM students at many schools assisted in the computer 
labs and media center. One technology coordinator had this to say 
about the TMs at his elementary school: 

"Since school has started the kids have been invaluable to me. They 
are competent and curious and have proved to be great computer lab 
aides. Their presence has enhanced what we are trying to teach our 
children in a lab setting. I can't possibly help 25 first graders myself, 
but with my aides we are able to help all the children when they have 
questions and monitor them to see that they are using the techniques 
we want them to learn." 

• Help with technology integration: At one high school, an administrator 
claimed that TM students were vital to their plans for integrating 
technology. "We wouldn't be this far along. We are able to use 
TechMaster kids along the way to train teachers versus getting it all 
ready first." A middle school technology coordinator offered his 
perspective on the role of TMs in setting up new equipment: "Ifl 
would have had to do this by myself, it would have taken me well over 
two weeks, probably weekends too." Instead, with 11 students it took 
two days. 

• Teaching other students: In addition to working directly with other 
students, the TMs learned how to use new technology and wrote up 
directions for them to follow. "Because it's written by kids it's 
understood by other kids!" 

• Teaching teachers: In recognizing that "sometimes students can teach 
adults in a way other adults cannot," some schools had TM students 
offer regular training sessions for teachers. Although some teachers 
and students were initially uncomfortable with this role reversal, both 
quickly settled into the new relationship. In some cases, teachers 
seemed to be more comfortable asking students for help than the 
school's technology specialist. 
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Effective Program Features 

TechMaster staff and students were asked what worked well about the 
program. The following program features were noted as promoting the 
positive outcomes mentioned above and more generally contributing to the 
success of the TechMaster programs: 

50 

• Formal application process: Having students complete a application 
process to join the program, including at times a personal interview 
and references from teachers, gave TM staff a means to screen students 
on the selection criteria, students the experience of applying for a 
position, and helped to formalize the process. 

• Flexible and informal schedule: To accommodate students' varied 
schedules and the limited staff time, it was necessary for some 
programs to operate more informally with students checking in with 
the TM teacher and working on projects as time permitted. In some 
instances, the busiest students (honors, gifted and talented) were the 
ones who were able to make time for TM activities. In others, the 
mainstays were students who were less involved in clubs and 
extracurricular activities . 

• "Loosely organized" service arrangements: Instead ofrouting requests 
for technical assistance through the main office or the TM staff, some 
programs allowed students to respond directly to classrooms teachers' 
needs. Others funneled work through the technology specialist and had 
students check in periodically to receive service assignments. 

• Special training opportunities for students: All of the programs offered 
technology training for TM students on-site with students working 
individually and in pairs. Some districts, however, also sent the 
students to technology conferences and workshops that allowed them 
to enhance their own skills, network with other students, and display 
their own projects. For some of the more technologically advanced 
students, these off-site activities provided contact with others with 
similarly high levels of expertise. These events were highly rated by 
the students with one commenting that attending the Techspo '96 
conference was "the single best day I've had in high school." 

• Self-directed learning and student-driven activities: Most of the TM 
programs were designed to provide self-directed and self-paced 
learning for participating students and teachers. Programs typically 
started with some formal instruction and then allowed students to 
explore their own areas of interest. This "student-driven" format met 
the needs of students at different skill levels, encouraged students to 
take responsibility for their own learning, and brought to light other 
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take responsibility for their own learning, and brought to light other 
potential uses of technology for students and staff that otherwise might 
not have been explored in a predetermined curriculum. Giving students 
new equipment such as video cameras and simply instructing them to 
"learn this," they did. The emphasis on self-directed and self-paced 
learning also made it easier to adapt the program for students with 
disabilities. One student who was legally blind dealt with computer 
viruses. Another special education student was responsible for sending 
email from the media center to each classroom to show teachers how 
to use their accounts. Still, most programs found it helpful to give 
students deadlines for completing their projects to keep them on task. 
In general, these approaches worked well because "students always 
want to learn more" about technology. 

• Inquiry- and project-based learning: The TM programs lent 
themselves well to a focus on inquiry skills and project-based learning. 
Many projects required students to venture out into the school and the 
community to deal with real life issues (e.g., interviewing community 
members to create a city web page; creating videos on tornado safety 
and prom safety; and pairing with a community partner to develop 
models/simulations to solve real business problems). In a few schools 
these activities were explicitly tied to the Minnesota Graduation 
Standards; in others, this potential link was recognized as a logical 
next step for program development. Special projects such as web page 
design were also a good way to determine students' skill levels as each 
student could be assigned one section to work on. When new 
equipment needed to be set up and software installed, students could 
easily be rotated through the different tasks to provide experience on 
each one. 

• Freedom with responsibility: In most programs, students were allowed 
to work with and on technology with few restrictions (e.g., not allowed 
to access accounts containing student data) and were treated like 
adults, even the elementary students. This responsibility included 
"special privileges" such as having a separate room with computers for 
use only by TMs, having their own web pages, and being excused 
from some classes to assist teachers. Having this kind of freedom and 
responsibility was one of the things students liked the most about the 
program. 

• Tapping advanced students' skills: Programs were able to draw upon 
the advanced skills and knowledge some students had coming into the 
program to develop special projects within the school (e.g., designing 
a new course registration system) or provide services to the 
community (e.g., troubleshooting equipment and software problems 
for local businesses). 
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The following statements summarize the importance and impact of the 
program quite well: 
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"I believe the biggest success was empowering students in a 
meaningful way. We gave them responsibility. We put expensive 
equipment in their hands, gave them a job to do, a little direction and a 
stack of manuals. Most of the students dug in and took great pride in 
accomplishing tasks that nobody had done before. They discovered 
that they could learn something new on their own, and then turn 
around and teach someone else how to do it. The students were very 
willing to help each other and adults in using the new tools we gave 
them to use. It was fun to watch them gain knowledge and confidence 
as the course progressed." - TechMaster teacher 

"Our city web pages were a huge success. The students learned more 
about our community. The community learned more about the 
Internet." - TechMaster teacher 

"Students in this program are an 'priceless' resource to our school 
district. They provide a valuable service to our staff and students. They 
are an integral part of the day-to-day computer and technology 
operations at our school." - technology coordinator on high school 
TechMasters 

"Teachers now go to students when they have problems and need help. 
Something we have worked on for years. Teachers appreciate the 
student's help." - TechMaster teacher 

"Human resources are necessary to maintain, expand, and apply 
technology tools within our learning environment. Students and staff, 
while acquiring marketable 21st century learning and work skills, 
become more responsible and self-directed learners. At the same time, 
these learners can provide expertise to schools and communities that is 
cost-effective, timely, renewable, and learning appropriate." -
TechMaster philosophy 
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Section VII: Student Information 
Management 

This section describes the activities of districts piloting Abacus, a software 
program for managing student data, and presents indicators of both progress 
and performance. Information was drawn primarily from interviews with the 
collaborative's administrative staff and final site reports. 

Objective 

A goal of the project was for teachers to act as a guides, resources, and 
collaborative partners in learning. To support teachers in assuming this 
facilitative role, the several schools in the collaborative agreed to pilot 
Abacus, a comprehensive system for managing student information. This 
teacher-friendly application allows teachers to prepare individual student 
learning plans, manage assessment data from a variety of sources, link 
curriculum to the Minnesota Graduation Standards, generate progress 
statements for parents and support staff, and track student profile data. 

Participation 

Initially, the collaborative planned to pilot Abacus in 12 districts . While 19 
districts had staff attend the training sessions, only 6 were ready to implement 
the software to a significant degree. 

Activities 

Seven steps were involved in setting up and implementing the Abacus 
program at each pilot site: 

1. Acquiring and installing hardware and software: Each site received 
matching funds that could be used to cover the costs of software 
installation; one year of maintenance; and purchase and installation of 
the OCR scanner and forms. 

2. Basic training on the Abacus system : Each site could sign staff up for 
five days of training from the software company. 

3. Aligning curriculum with the Minnesota Graduation Standards: An 
essential part of the process involved matching all the curricular 
outcomes and assessments to appropriate graduation standards. 

4. Entering the school's curriculum, tests, and student data: Initially, 
most of the sites chose to enter their curriculum materials into the 
Abacus system rather than purchasing the standard curriculum 
available through the company and modifying it to match the district 
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curriculum. Later on, some grant funds were used to purchase this 
Model Curriculum and Assessment Database (MCAD). Sites also had 
to enter the available achievement data for each student as it related to 
the graduation standards. 

5. Testing the system : After setting up the Abacus system with sample 
curricula and student data, teachers tried tracking and monitoring 
student progress on different standards. 

6. Evaluating the process: Staff from each of the pilot sites met regularly 
to discuss issues related to the implementation. 

7. Merging and linking Abacus system with existing student information 
databases: As a final step, schools would want to link all sources of 
student data together to allow for access through one central location. 

Progress 

When Abacus pilot sites were asked to rank their progress on activities 
planned for this grant cycle, their average score indicated that progress was 
"slow" to "as expected". 12 Some activities were completed as scheduled, 
including the initial steps of obtaining the necessary equipment and training 
teachers to use the Abacus system. Other activities, such as tailoring the 
software to meet district needs and entering the curriculum and student data, 
were delayed by the need for additional training and technical assistance. Staff 
working with the system noted the following factors as hindering the 
implementation process and made suggestions for improvement. 

Barriers to Implementation 

• Need for on-going technical assistance: The time lag between the 
summer training on Abacus and fall data entry hindered the 
implementation process. Moreover, early attempts to obtain assistance 
from the software company were not successful or were insufficient 
and little assistance was available through the collaborative itself. 
Schools also cited the need for on-site consultation to deal with the 
unique issues that arise with each district's curriculum. Eventually, the 
collaborative arranged for a representative from the software company 
to work directly with the schools. This regional support was successful 
in helping schools to tailor the program to their particular needs. 

• Time needed to enter district's curriculum: The use of different 
curricula across the districts meant that each district had to be 
responsible for entering its own into the Abacus system. Sites also 

12 Using a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 =dropped, 2 =slow, 3 =as expected, and 4 = achieved, the 
average status of activities across sites was 2.5 . 
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learned that curriculum entry would be time consuming as it needed to 
be done gradually and by teachers rather than support staff (at least 
initially) so teachers understand the software, practice using it, and 
organize the data in ways that make sense to them. As a gauge for 
time, one teacher spent 45 minutes a day for four weeks to enter the 
Inquiry Standard element. Later on, some grant funds were used to 
purchase the standard curriculum offered through Abacus. 

• Limited options for entering performance-based data: In testing the 
software, teachers commented on the fact that Abacus is intended to 
record data using a mastery model. Standard input of student test data 
requires scanning bubble sheets of multiple choice items. While this 
can be adapted for performance-based testing (e.g., a P.E. teacher 
recording whether or not students mastered certain skills), some 
teachers were somewhat disappointed that student products such as 
portfolios could only be entered and tracked using additional software. 

• Not for students' use: The program is not designed to allow users to 
launch into related curricular software (e.g., for development or on
line student activities). The program is also geared toward teacher use 
and does not facilitate communication between students and teachers 
about the assignments or the overall curriculum. 

Suggested Improvements 

• Allowing more time: All of the above issues translated into the need for 
more time than was initially set aside for implementation, particularly 
for alignment of curriculum to the graduation standards. While use of 
the standard curriculum available for Abacus was viewed as a time 
saver, its utility was as yet unknown. 

• Understanding the process: Participating staff suggested that a team 
from each school and not just the administrator or team leader should 
be familiar with the program and process before training begins and 
before data is compiled. Having a clear vision of the steps involved 
and the potential uses of Abacus and similar programs can greatly 
enhance the complex process of implementing student information 
management systems. 

Performance 

Despite the issues that arose during implementation, staff at most of the pilot 
sites were still enthusiastic about the possibilities Abacus presents for 
managing student data. When asked what activities Abacus facilitated that 
could not be done otherwise or would have been more difficult to do , sites 
noted the following: 
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• Systematic record-keeping and easy access to student data: Teachers 
felt the program allowed them to quickly identify students for specific 
purposes (e.g., placement). The potential to aggregate data to obtain a 
composite view of a particular population of students (e.g., class, 
grade, school, or district level) was also viewed as an important 
feature. At any time, data for a defined group of students can be 
gathered electronically and correlated to state graduation standards. 

• Tracking progress on graduation standards: Monitoring progress of 
students in meaningful ways is essential for helping teachers to track 
students' activities per the Graduation Rule. As an outcome 
management software program, Abacus does this well. In addition, the 
program's focus on graduation standards and curriculum alignment 
required districts to look at the scope and sequence of the curriculum 
and how it aligns across grade levels and subject areas. 

Teachers piloting the program also felt that the report capabilities allowed 
them to de-emphasize letter grades when communicating with parents and 
students by letting them assign scoring rubrics and attaching personalized 
letters to out-going reports. 

Program Features 

In rating Abacus in terms of overall value given its cost, the pilot sites gave it 
an average score of 5.5 on a scale of 1 (inferior) to 10 (superior). Other ratings 
of specific features are noted in Table 7 .1 below. In general, the program was 
rated somewhat superior in allowing teachers to create personalized learning 
plans, tracking and monitoring student progress, linking to the graduation 
standards and other district outcomes, record-keeping, reporting, and usability 
and support. Specific features receiving somewhat superior ratings included: 
record-keeping for standardized assessments, integration of multiple sources 
of student data, availability of cumulative information, the quality of the 
standard Abacus reports, the availability of on-going technical assistance, and 
the overall reliability of the program. The only area in which Abacus was 
rated as somewhat inferior was in record-keeping for portfolios and other 
.alternative assessments. 

Unresolved Software Issues 

For any individual ratings under 5.0, sites were asked to explain their 
assessment. Several issues were raised: 
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• Entering curriculum and aligning with standards: 

"The Abacus program is empty shell that needs a vast amount of 
district time and money to fill in with local curriculum and assessment 
information. It needs to be sold with the Model Curriculum and 
Assessment Database (MCAD) installed and complete." (Note: 
MCAD allows districts to modify commercially prepared curricula to 
match their own curriculum.) 

"Detail on Minnesota Graduation (High) Standards provided within 
the program is weak." 

• Ease of movement within the program: 

"Abacus tends to be very linear in structure. If you are performing a 
task in one window, it is not possible to open another window until 
you back out of where you are, limiting the amount of information you 
have access to at any one time. It is reminiscent of using Gopher in the 
early Internet days. Now that we have such intuitive and versatile 
applications available to us, this one behaves like something out of the 
80s." 

"When entering or deleting data there are many places where multiple 
selections or deletions are not possible. Each item has to be handled 
individually." 

• Mastery-based record-keeping: 

"Abacus provides limited record keeping for alternative assessments. 
A teacher may record mastery or non-master of any outcome into the 
system. If the teacher wishes to electronically save any graphic or 
audio representations of student work, Abacus would require 
supplementary software to accomplish this." 

Suggestions for addressing these issues included: 

• Increased technical support: Provide more detailed support to new 
users at the time of purchase. In particular, inform potential buyers of 
the potential to save time by purchasing the commercially prepared 
curriculum (MCAD) and modifying it as needed. 

• Further software development: Improve the flexibility of the software 
to provide the navigational ability we see in current programming 
standards and provide the capability for teachers to record student data 
in multimedia formats. This feature will become increasingly 
important as technology is used more and more in the classroom. 
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Table 7.1: District ratings of the Abacus student information management program. 

Personalized Learning Plans (PLP) 
1. Ease of preparing PLPs 
2. Flexibility of PLP format 

Tracking and Monitoring Student Progress 
1. Flexibility of information management component 
2. Integration of multiple sources of student information 
3. Immediacy of access to information 

4. Availability of cumulative information 
5. Option to aggregate data to match school, district, state frameworks 
6. Ease of data entry 

Link to Graduation Standards and District Objectives 
1. Clear links between progress reports and state graduation standards 
2. Clear links between progress reports and district objectives 

Assessment Records 
1. Record-keeping for portfolios and other alternative assessments 
2. Record-keeping for standardized assessments 
3. Record-keeping for grades 

Reports 
1. Standard reports 
2. Flexibility of report formats 

Usability and Support 
1. Ease of installation 
2. Minimal training required for use 
3. Ease of movement within the program 

4. Availability of on-line assistance 
5. Availability of on-going technical support 
6. Reliability of program 

Overall Value (given the cost) 

Ratio 
5.6 
6.0 
5.3 

6.0 
5.3 
6.3 
5.8 

6.5 
6.0 
6.0 

5.3 
5.0 
5.5 

5.8 
4.7 
6.8 
5.3 

6.4 
7.0 
5.8 

6.1 
6.2 
6.0 
4.8 

5.8 
6.4 
7.0 

5.5 

Source: Southeast Learning Collaborative 's Teacher/Student Partnerships for 2 I" Centwy Learning, School 
Guidelines for Final Reporting, Section 6: Information Management System (June, 1997). 
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Section VIII: Conclusions 

This final section presents issues raised in the previous sections that have 
implications for further development and implementation of projects using 
technology to build "Teacher/Student Partnerships for 21st Century Learning." 
Also included is a comparison of the design and activities used by the 
Southeast Leaming Collaborative to an Implementation Model for 
Educational Technology. 

Issues and Implications 

Several issues emerged as influential to the progress and performance of 
districts participating in the Southeast Leaming Collaborative. 

( • Issue I : Technology readiness. These districts demonstrated that schools 
at various stages of connectivity and even those with less powerful 
computers could effectively implement model programs to enhance 
teaching and learning through the use of technology. Still, the breadth of 
impact and barriers encountered were related to technological capabilities : 
schools with better equipment and systems were able to do more and do it 
more easily. 

Implication: Planning for future programs should assess the adequacy of 
the available technology against the desired impact. 

• Issue 2: Technical support. In any program involving technology a need 
for technical assistance will arise. Such support may be provided 
internally by a technical coordinator or specially trained students and 
teachers, or contracted for externally. Both types of support are effective 
and offer additional benefits. For example, training students to act as 
technical support staff provides opportunities for experiential education 
and working with outside technical staff can help to build partnerships 
between the school and the community. 

Implication: Planning for future programs should consider the potential 
for educational opportunities and community partnerships in the provision 
of technical support services. 

• Issue 3: School-wide support for changing roles. Encouraging students to 
become more self-directed and teachers to act more as guides or 
facilitators in the classroom requires the support of administrators, 
teachers, and students. Administrative decisions determine the allocation 
of funding for equipment, training, and compensation for teachers' prep 
time. Teachers' and students' willingness to take on new responsibilities 
and to trust the process is also essential. 
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Implications: Schools should assess the 'climate' for change before 
implementing programs that radically alter the nature of teaching and 
learning and take action to ensure a supportive environment. 

• Issue 4: Time. Technology is a tool that is constantly changing. Teachers 
need time to learn the technology, work with it, and plan for its use in the 
classroom. 

Implication: Planning for future programs should assess the need for 
teacher training and prep time to ensure the maximum educational benefits 
from technology-based programs. 

In sum, committing to technology as an integral part of the school's 
curriculum requires adequate access to equipment and technical support, 
support for the changing roles of students and teachers, and time devoted to 
implementation. Given the fluidity of educational technology and educational 
reform in general, challenges and successes will continue to exist. 

An Implementation Model for Educational Technology 

The accumulated research on the effective implementation of technology into 
teaching and learning suggests a model that educators might use as a guide. 
This model represents the key elements for integrating technology into 
localized settings and expanding its use to create communities of learners. 

Each of the ten key elements and related objectives is summarized below. To 
illustrate how the Southeast Leaming Collaborative's project aligns with this 
model, each element description is followed by list of the component(s) most 
directly addressing that element and a brief description of the related project 
activities. 

The project components and their abbreviations are: C =Connectivity, SD= 
Staff Development, NW= NetWeaver, TM= TechMaster, and SI= Student 
Information Management. 

Key Elements of Technology Implementation 

1. Provide access to technological resources: Teachers will have 
adequate hardware and software, and access to on-line resources to 
allow them to effectively use technology for instruction, assessment, 
and classroom management. 

60 

Components: C, NW, TM, SI 

The collaborative increased teachers ' access to educational technology 
by providing assistance in planning for connectivity as well as 
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Conclusions 

financial and technical support for implementing related activities. In 
addition, the collaborative provided funding for purchasing needed 
technology as part of the student information management, Net Weaver 
and TechMaster programs. 

2. Provide technology training: Teachers will increase their knowledge 
of and skills in effectively using technology for instruction, 
assessment, and classroom management. 

Components: SD, TM, C 

The collaborative provided several opportunities for teachers and 
students to receive training in the use of technology. The primary 
source of technology training was the regular staff development 
sessions. Workshops were also offered at the three project-sponsored 
technology conferences. Finally, students and teachers in districts 
implementing the TechMaster program also enhanced their skills 
through these specially designed classes and activities. 

3. Provide opportunities for developing and testing new instructional 
applications and extend the use of existing instructional applications: 
Teachers will develop and/or test methods for integrating technology 
into instruction, assessment, and classroom management. 

Components: NW, TM, SD, SI 

The focus of the Net Weavers program was for teachers to develop and 
test projects, lessons, units, or classes using the Internet. TechMasters 
supported teachers by providing the necessary technical expertise and, 
in some instances, coming up with new instructional applications 
themselves. Finally, some staff development workshops focused on 
learning and trying out new ways to use technology and districts 
piloting the Abacus software were able to begin testing the 
effectiveness of this student information management system. 

4. Integrate technology into the classroom: Teachers will use technology 
for instruction, assessment, and classroom management. 

Components: NW, TM, SD, SI 

Aside from those involved in NetWeavers and TechMasters, the 
majority of teachers were in the early stages of learning how to use the 
technology and assessing the adequacy of available equipment. As 
their skills and knowledge improve and the technology becomes more 
readily available in the schools, they will need additional training and 
support for integrating these tools into the curriculum. Most of the 
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districts working with the student information management software 
were unable to fully integrate the technology until they completed the 
prerequisite step of aligning the curriculum with the Minnesota 
Graduation Standards. 

5. Provide technical and instructional support: Teachers will receive the 
technical and instructional support necessary to effectively use 
technology for instruction, assessment, and classroom management. 

Components: TM, C, SD, SI 

Many of the districts piloting TechMaster programs had increased 
technical and instructional support for instructional technology use. 
Other sources of assistance came from the Regional Learning Network 
developed by the collaborative. This Network connected participants 
both electronically and personally through a variety of mediums and 
sponsored the staff development opportunities. Districts involved with 
the student information management software also received special 
training and support. 

6. Facilitate sharing of instructional application methods and resources: 
Teachers will share instructional methods and resources through 
electronic, written, and other means. 

Components: C 

Although teachers were able to share informally at monthly project 
meetings, conferences, workshops, and listservs, more formal plans to 
establish an electronic data bank of instructional materials and develop 
inter-district opportunities for learning did not occur during the grant 
period. This was understandable, as districts were preoccupied with 
installing the technology and obtaining the training necessary to carry 
out these plans. Such activities will become feasible as districts 
increase their level of technology readiness. 

7. Provide for on-going support and training: Teachers will become part 
of new, sustainable communities of technologically adept educators 
who can continue to learn from and support one another. 
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Components: All 

Support for connectivity activities was key to building a Regional 
Learning Network to provide participants with increased access to 
timely information and foster collaborative teaching and learning 
activities. Although the "regional" connections were more limited, 
within schools and districts more localized communities of teachers 
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and students increased their capacity for effectively using and 
supporting technology use. Eventually, these local communities can be 
linked through the Regional Network. 

8. Provide direct and sustainable benefits to students: Students will 
become active learners in expanded communities of learners that 
involve students, teachers, families, and members of the broader 
community and improve their critical thinking and problem-solving 
skills. 

Components: NW, TM, SD 

The NetWeaver and TechMaster programs, technology conferences, 
and staff development workshops all provided students with 
challenging opportunities for learning in real life settings. Students 
designed and carried out special projects involving the community, 
taught others to use technology, and served as technical support to 
their schools. 

9. Export effective models to other sites: Proven instructional applications 
and means of providing technical support will be shared with other 
teachers and replicated in other classrooms. 

Components : C 

Models for NetWeaver and TechMaster programs were shared at 
project-sponsored conferences TechNet '9 7 and meetings during the 
grant period. This summative evaluation report will also be 
disseminated to participating districts and other interested parties. 

10. Create a new community of educators: Institutions of higher education, 
K-12 teachers, local businesses, and educational technology 
developers/providers will work together as partners to develop and 
share new methods of using technology for instruction and assessment. 

Components: All. 

The Southeast Learning Collaborative is, by its very design, an 
expanded community of educators. The collaborative is a consortium 
of 30 school districts, national and regional business partners, post
secondary educational institutions, Southeast Libraries Cooperating, 
Southern Minnesota Internet Group, KSMQ TV, and the Southeast 
Service Cooperative. 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A: TechMaster 
Planning Outline 

This appendix contains the guidelines used by many districts to plan their TechMaster program. 
The Planning Outline contains three parts : 

• Part 1: Administrative Decisions 
• Part 2: Curriculum Decisions 
• Part 3: Equipment and Staff Development Decisions 
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Planning Outline 
TechMaster District Site Projects 

Administrative Decisions Part 1: 

Global Overview of TechMasters 
TechMaster students and teachers are given opportunities during the school day and 
after school to: 

• investigate and explore technology 
• learn new technology applications 
• develop expertise in technology management and maintenance 
• share their expertise by training and mentoring students, staff and 

community members in technology applications and hardware 
management 

• develop skills in accessing and analyzing information for making decisions, 
planning and goal setting for project work, and assessing their own learning 

2. Who will serve as liaison person(s) for the Instructional Transformation 
Through Technology (it3) grant? 

This person may need up to 5 days release time to attend meetings through June of 1997 
and will need additional time to accomplish additional duties as outlined below: 

• complete projects of planning, implementation and evaluation committee 
• document effort and expenses 
• create and share site reports and local press releases 
• plan and attendTechMaster conference 
• share expertise with other p rofessionals locally and globally 

3. Where will you locate this project? ______________ _ 

Considerations should include work environments with: 
• adequate work and storage space 
• adequate equipment 
• Internet access 
• dedicated in-school time 
• common office supplies 
• mentoring adults and students 

4. Who will lead the TechMaster project development? ____________ _ 

5. How much time w ill be provided fo r p roject leadership? ___________ _ 

6. How will project leaders be compensated? __________________ _ 
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School team leader(s) 
• organize and support TechMaster (TM) levels l, 2, and 3 

0 develop site plan 
0 facilitate student TM group(s) (may include other teachers) 
0 individualize learning plans / evaluation for TM students 
0 manage electronic student information (for Abacus sites) 
0 develop student credit process fo r graduation standards and 

local graduation requirements 
• act as site liaison for resources and training for staff, students, and community 

0 facilitate student and staff training in facilitative teaching, 
Internet applications, tool software, CIPE, PROMODEL, and other 
applications of technology instruction 

Ofacilitate student and staff training in video, audio, and 
photographic techniques 

0 facilitate training in hardware, server management, networking 
0 collaborate with NetWeaver / TechMaster team leader(s) 
0 manage equipment 

7. Who will provide district / building administrative support for this project? ____ _ 

8. Which student groups will participate as TechMasters? -------------

9. How many students will participate? ___________________ _ 

10. How will they be identified? ______________________ _ 

Minimum qualifications for becoming a TechMaster are: 
• interest 
• enthusiasm 
• time commitment 
• strong verbal and written communication skills 
• ethics 
• self-directed learner 
• basic technology skills as determined by the site leadership 

11 . How will you document their identification? _________________ _ 
Some ideas: application, survey, letter of recommendation 

12. How will you inform students / teachers of their eligibility to partipate/ apply 
to become a TechMaster? --------------------------

13. Where and when will they work? ___________________ _ 

14. What equipment will they be able to access? _________________ _ 

15. Where w ill they access Internet? __________________ _ 
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Planning Outline 
TechMaster District 
Part 2: Curriculum 

Site Projects 
Decisions 

1. 

2. 

Name of District: __________________ _ 

Throughout their school careers, TechMasters progress through increasingly complex 
levels of understanding and expertise. While they may specialize in particular 
technology areas, it is expected that all TechMasters will be reasonably competent in 
the broad range of learning technologies. Levels are used to give a general sense of 
progression and should not become roadblocks to student growth. It is expected that a 
TechMaster could be at level 1 in some areas, level 2 in others and perhaps even level 3 
in other areas of expertise. 

Inventory your capacity to provide the following TechMaster proficiencies 
using the following code: 
Circle 

1 if you can and will provide this proficiency 
2 if you want to provide but lack expertise at this time 
3 if you want to provide but lack the equipment at this time 
4 if you want to provide but lack both expertise and equipment 
5 if you don't intend to provide this proficiency at this time 

Level 1 TechMasters become proficient in: 
• learning skills 

ti library research 1 2 3 4 5 
ti technology ethics and behavior 1 2 3 4 5 

• basic computer skills 
ti wordprocessing 1 2 3 4 5 
ti uses computer's file system to access and store data 1 2 3 4 5 
ti organize and manage data 1 2 3 4 5 
ti spreadsheet 1 2 3 4 5 
ti database 1 2 3 4 5 
ti evaluate learning and tool software 1 2 3 4 5 
ti hardware knowledge: operating systems management 1 2 3 4 5 

control panel 1 2 3 4 5 
• communications skills 

ti Internet navigation, file and image download 1 2 3 4 5 
ti email 1 2 3 4 5 
ti technical reading 1 2 3 4 5 
ti technical writing 1 2 3 4 5 
ti clear verbal explanations 1 2 3 4 5 

• video, audio, photography equipment 
ti basic operation 1 2 3 4 5 
t:,, editing 1 2 3 4 5 

• teaching skills 
ti assist teachers in laboratory learning environment 1 2 3 4 5 
ti help students, staff and community integrate technology 1 2 3 4 5 

into projects 
ti develop teamwork skills 1 2 3 4 5 
ti work collaboratively with other TechMasters 1 2 3 4 5 
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Level 2 TechMasters become proficient in: 
• advanced applications for Level 1 skills 1 2 3 4 5 

• learning skills 
!:;. evaluate library research products 1 2 3 4 5 

t:;. project-based learning 1 2 3 4 5 
!:;. social issues of technology, including ethics and law 1 2 3 4 5 

• specialty software 
!:;. simulation 1 2 3 4 5 

t:;. image processing 1 2 3 4 5 

!:;. software evaluation 1 2 3 4 5 

!:;. desktop publishing 1 2 3 4 5 

t:;. presentation software 1 2 3 4 5 

!:;. draw /paint software 1 2 3 4 5 

• electronic communication 
!:;. create web pages 1 2 3 4 5 

!:;. server maintenance 1 2 3 4 5 

• equipment management and maintenance 
!:;. load and debug application software 1 2 3 4 5 

!:;. set up computer stations 1 2 3 4 5 
t:;. install peripherals, general cleaning/maintenance 1 2 3 4 5 
!:;. basic diagnostics for software, peripherals 1 2 3 4 5 
t:;. work with multi-platform environment 1 2 3 4 5 

• intermediate video production 1 2 3 4 5 

• intermediate audio production 1 2 3 4 5 

• photography dark room 1 2 3 4 5 

• teaching skills 
!:;. small group teaching 1 2 3 4 5 
!:;. co-presenter for training workshops 1 2 3 4 5 
!:;. consulting help for Level 1 and 2 applications 1 2 3 4 5 

!:;. curriculum planning 1 2 3 4 5 
!:;. collaborative learning with 

NetWeavers and other TechMasters 1 2 3 4 5 

t:;. learning styles 1 2 3 4 5 
!:;. best practices for technology teaching and learning 1 2 3 4 5 

• project planning and management 1 2 3 4 5 

Level 3 TechMasters become proficient in: 
• advanced applications of Level 1 and 2 skills 1 2 3 4 5 

• equipment management and maintenance 
!:;. Network management 1 2 3 4 5 

t:;. advanced diagnostics 1 2 3 4 5 

!:;. file server management 1 2 3 4 5 

t:;. sound sys tems 1 2 3 4 5 

!:;. equipment and software upgrades 1 2 3 4 5 

• teaching skills 
!:;. workshop presenter 1 2 3 4 5 

!:;. curriculum development 1 2 3 4 5 

• needs assessment and project development 1 2 3 4 5 

• purchasing recommendations 1 2 3 4 5 

• advanced sound and video systems 1 2 3 4 5 

• development of new applications 1 2 3 4 5 

• software programming 1 2 3 4 5 

• authoring software 1 2 3 4 5 
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3. Complete the list below for items you marked with a 1. 

Item Who/How Resources/software Equipment 

(Add pages as necessary) 

4. Complete the list below for items you marked with a 2. 

Item What expertise is needed? 

(Add pages as necessary) 

5. Complete the list below for items you marked with a 3. 

Item What equipment is needed? 

(Add pages as necessary) 
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6. Complete the list below for items you marked with a 4. 

Item What expertise and equipment is needed? 

(Add pages as necessary) 

7. Prioritize items listed in questions 4, 5, and 6 above and explain rationale here 
for future reference. 

For the questions listed below, your TechMaster leadership will need develop a plan 
for each area. Integrated projects and assessments should be used whereever 
possible in a problem-solving, real-world context. 

8. How are proficiencies defined for your TechMaster site? 

9. How will you know a student's/teacher's proficiency level on entry to the 
project? 

10. How will you know a student is proficient in each of the skill areas for each 
TechMaster level? 

11. How will students receive credit for their TechMaster work? 

12. What activities, experiences and projects will lead students to proficiency? 

13. Where can students demonstrate their teaching skills? 
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14. 

15. 

16. 

A-1 0 

How can students be used as resources for 
equipment management and maintenance? 
video production? 
audio production? 
photography? 
software expertise? 
community technology needs? 

What materials / documents / activities will need to be developed for the 
various TechMaster proficiency areas? 

Which materials / documents / activities could best be designed with help from 
other TechMaster sites? 
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Planning Outline 
TechMaster District Site Projects 
Part 3: Equipment/Staff Development Decisions 

1. Name of District: ________________ _ 

2. List your connectivity needs by priority. What do you need in order to 
provide TechMaster students and teachers access to Internet and email. 

3. List your equipment needs by priority. What do you need in order for 
TechMasters to learn technology applications, video, audio, and photography 
skills. 

4. List software needed to accomplish TechMaster proficiencies for your district. 

5. List other supplies/materials needed to accomplish TechMaster proficiencies. 

6. List staff development experiences needed by teachers and students for this 
project. 

7. For each of the above items, determine what will be provided by your district 
(and when), what resources will be provided by the grant and what resources 
need to be funded. (Suzanne Riley and Lynn Dosch are always looking for 
funding sources to further our technology project and can build your needs 
into new grant applications.) 
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Appendix B: 
TechMaster Program Profiles 

This section profiles many of the TechMaster programs offered through the Southeast Learning 
Collaborative. Information was drawn from final site reports and visits to the full pilot and 
development sites. A few schools with TechMaster programs were not included here for lack of 
data but are included in the discussion in Section VI. 

Each profile includes the following information: 

• K-1 2 district enrollment 

• Technology Context 

• Purpose 

• Eligibility 

• Structure 

• Activities 

• Service 
' 

• Distinctive program features 

• Student profile 

• Staff profile 
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AUSTIN 

K-12 District Enrollment: more than 2000 
Technology Context: Intermediate stages of connectivity with multimedia computers. 

Purpose: To train students to serve as technology resources for other students, teachers, and staff. 

Eligibility: Grades 9-1 2; interest 

Structure: For credit through independent study. 

Activities: Four training sessions on hardware, and staffing the school's computer labs on an on
going basis. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Designing and maintaining web site for the school with pages for students and 

teachers; setting up email and listservs; presentations to the school board regarding the proposed 
intranet; designing relational database for class registration; inservice on PowerPoint, Page Spinner, 
HTML, and introduction to the internet; desktop publishing for sports programs; staffing computer 
labs. 

• Total service hours: 600 

Distinctive Program Features: Because several students in the program had extensive knowledge of 
programming, they were able to create a database for class registration. This new system decreased the 
time needed for registration from days to hours . TMs were also responsible for researching and 
presenting findings regarding the school's proposed intranet to the school board. 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 19 (14 boys, 5 girls) 
• Grade levels: 11 -12 
• Other characteristics: no 

Staff Profile: 
• Number of program staff: 
• Regular position at school: classroom teacher 
• Compensation: none 
• Total staff hours: 1000 

Future plans: Austin expects the number of TM students to double next year as teachers really liked the 
support and are willing to give up some of their funds to purchase additional computers for TMs to use. 
The goal is to create a helpdesk staffed by TM students. Services would include help with and thus 
knowledge of email, MS Office, Clarisworks, and troubleshooting networks from hub to ethemet. This 
service would also facilitate the standardization of software installation. 
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BYRON 

K-12 District Enrollment : 1000 to 2000 
Technology Context: Intermediate stages of connectivity with multimedia computers. 

Purpose: Assist with setup and maintenance of hardware and software in labs; assist teachers with 
technology needs (not required). 

Eligibililty: Grades 9-1 2; interest. 

Structure: For credit through independent study or non-credit teacher's assistant during study hall. 

Activities: Students work with network servers on three different platforms; research and try out 
different network security systems; and assist with other tasks as needed. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Creating school web page. 
• Total service hours: many (not documented) 

Distinctive Program Features: TechMaster students are responsible for testing network security 
systems. 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 9 (7 boys, 2 girls) 
• Grade levels: 9-12 
• Other characteristics: no 

Staff Profile: 
• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

3 
technical director, technical assistant, classroom teacher 
stipend and time out of class 
several hundred 

Future Plans: Would like to involve more teachers to expand the program but feel they will need to 
provide incentives (e.g., stipends) to do so. Perhaps have TMs teach some inservices . 
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CANNON FALLS 

K-12 District Enrollment: 1000 to 2000 
Technology Context: Advanced stages of connectivity with multimedia computers. 

Purpose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

B-4 

To train and utilize students in helping to implement a technology program within the 
school district. 

Elementary School: Grades 5-6. Application process including teacher recommendation. 
Minimum qualifications include interest, enthusiasm, time commitment, strong verbal 
and written communication skills, ethics, self-directed learner, basic technology skills, 
and curiosity. Continued participation requires that students maintain or improve their 
grades, complete all homework assignments, and demonstrate appropriate behavior. 

High School: Grades 7-12. No teacher recommendations required. Any student with 
interest and time may participate. 

Elementary School: Non-credit activity. TMs assist students and teachers during the day. 
Since students have no study halls, TMs are excused from most classes as needed 
(exceptions are math and science courses). Formal all day training sessions are held on 
Saturdays and one night a week with informal learning also occurring during the day and 
after school. Training sessions include both structured and unstructured time. Students 
who cannot attend the formal training because of other commitments make other 
arrangements to obtain the training. 

High School: Non-credit activity, but special privileges are earned (e.g., email, the 
freedom to move around the school with a pass, and instructing teachers on technology 
use). TMs attend Saturday and summer training sessions. Otherwise, informal learning 
occurs during the day and after school. TMs go to the IMC to assist the media specialist, 
the elementary school to help younger students in the Jab, and other classrooms as 
needed (usually during study hall or at the beginning or end of a class period). As high 
school students demonstrate proficiency in a particular area their TM id card is updated 
to show their new credentials. 

Elementary Students: Focus is on level one of the TM Frameworks. Students investigate 
and explore technology; learn new software applications (Netscape internet browser, 
email, HTML, web page design); develop expertise in technology operations, 
management, and maintenance (formatting disks, file management, installing and testing 
drivers and software, setting up shortcuts, scan for viruses, setting up and 
troubleshooting printers and other equipment such as LCD panels and TV adapters; 
tracking inventory of software; cleaning equipment); share expertise by training, 
mentoring, and peer tutoring; develop skills in accessing and analyzing information for 
making decisions; and develop skills in assessing their own learning. 

High School Students: Focus is on level one of the TM Frameworks. Activities include 
learning to set up, troubleshoot, and maintain equipment and software for teachers; 
helping students at the elementary school; designing and managing web site for the 
school; and reviewing software for school use . 
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CANNON FALLS (continued) 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Provide assistance and training in technology applications; troubleshoot and 

maintain equipment and software; assist students and teachers (e.g., setting up new computers and 
installing software; assisting teachers with technical problems with software, printers, and entire 
systems; helping K-3 students in the labs). 

• Total service hours: 400+ 

Distinctive Features: At the high school, students' proficiency in different areas of technology is noted 
on a special TM id card which is updated regularly to note new credentials. Students with high level 
skills have a red TM card for easy identification. 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 66 (35 boys, 31 girls) 
• Grade levels: 
• Other characteristics: 

Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

5-12 
students with special needs (LD, EBD, sight impaired) 

2 
high school librarian, elementary computer lab teacher 
summer school pay for 30 hours of workshops, one workshop/quarter 
100+ 

Future Plans: Next year the current students will be at level 2 of the competencies listed in the TM 
Frameworks. 
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CHOSEN VALLEY 

K-12 District Enrollment: 500 to 1000 
Technology Context: Intermediate stages of connectivity with multimedia computers. 

Purpose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

To train students to serve as technology resource for other students, teachers, and staff. 

Grades 9-12. Students must complete an application including an interview and teacher 
recommendation. Minimum qualification included a desire and willingness to learn and 
share that knowledge with other students and teachers as well as the time to do so both 
during and outside of the school day; ability to work well with adults and other students. 

For credit through independent study if requirements are met. Students receive formal 
training once a week either before school or at workshops offered through the Southeast 
Learning Collaborative. Once TMs demonstrate a prescribed competency level they 
begin working unsupervised with classes and students in the media center and computer 
labs. Although students may be pulled out of class to assist with technology needs, TMs 
are primarily utilized when they are in the class where a teacher needs help . 

Students learn basic operations on both Mac and DOS platforms; basic skills in video 
production and software applications typically used in the classroom; how to use online 
research tools; web page design; email; skills in teamwork, problem-solving and 
teaching; ethical behavior; other skills relating to new technology or software as it is 
acquired. TMs also have the opportunity to explore their own areas of technology 
interest and to assist students and teachers. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Web page design; assist students and teachers in computer labs and media center; 

trained students and teachers on internet use before and after school. 
• Total service hours: not available 

Distinctive Features: TMs are primarily utilized when they are in the class where a teacher needs help . 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 8 (3 boys, 5 girls) 
• Grade levels: 
• Other characteristics: 

Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

9-12 
all but one is an honor student 

1/4 technology, 1/4 graduation standards, 112 classroom 
Available for training offered outside the regular school day plus an 
extra 45-minute prep period for TM activities each day. 
30-40 

Future Plans: Will provide advanced training for current TMs to acquire Level 2 skills and begin again 
with Level 1 for new TMs. Planning to start TM program at elementary and junior high levels. Program 
will be formalized as a class or independent study to allow TMs to assist other students and teachers 
without pulling them out of their classes. 
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FILLMORE CENTRAL 

K-12 District Enrollment: 500 to 1000 
Technology Context: Early stages of connectivity with mostly older computers. 

Purpose: To train students to serve as resources for other students, staff and the community for 
technology information, training, equipment and software troubleshooting. 

Eligibility: Grades 9-12. Minimum qualifications include: Interest, enthusiasm, time commitment, 
strong verbal and written communication skills, ethics, self-directed learner, and basic 
technology skills. 

Structure: For credit class. Students may take the course up to two times for credit with second 
course more focused on application and tutoring other students. First course has no 
prerequisite. 

Activities: Students investigate and explore technology, learn new technology applications (e.g., 
Internet browsers, email, graphic converters, desktop publishing with scanners, 
darkroom photography, video production and editing), develop expertise in technology 
management and maintenance, and share their experiences with students staff and 
community. Special assignments include writing tech reports to summarize the 
capabilities of new technology acquired by the school, preparing step-by-step directions 
for use by all students, and creating web pages for towns in the area. Students' projects 
are graded using rubrics from the Minnesota Graduation Standards. Students are 
encouraged to self-assess their progress using these rubrics. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Informally tutoring students at the elementary and middle schools; working with 

students in high school labs; teaching community education classes and helping with teacher 
inservice; setting up computer systems at elementary and middle schools; working with the science 
dept on a special project; and making web pages and videos. 

• Total service hours: 100 

Distinctive Features: Includes non-computer technology as well (e.g., developing photographs in 
darkroom. 
Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 17 (1 2 boys, 5 girls) 
• Grade levels: 10-12 
• Other characteristics: special needs, foreign exchange 

Staff Profile: 
• Number of program staff: 
• Regular position at school: classroom teacher 
• Compensation: none 
• Total staff hours: 1-1/2 per day 

Future Plans: Continue program, offering advanced TechMasters as well. TMs will work with 
teachers in the classrooms once the building is wired. 
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GOODHUE 

K-12 District Enrollment: 500 to 1000 
Technology Context: Intermediate stages of connectivity. (Computer status unavailable.) 

Purpose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

Preparing students to provide technology training and assistance to other students and 
staff, and to trouble shoot computers and systems throughout the school. 

Grades 6-12. Application including letter of recommendation from teacher, parent, or 
community member and interview. Criteria include interest, enthusiasm, willing to make 
the time commitment, strong verbal and written communication skills, ethics, self
directed learner, basic technology and computer skills, and natural curiosity to learn. 
Students may remain in the program as long as they continue to attend Goodhue schools 
and to learn, grow and assist others. 

Non-credit activity. TMs meet once a month after school for formal training and 
planning. During study halls and before or after school they learn informally, work on 
projects, and assist students and staff. TMs serve at least one hour a day in the school's 
media center or computer labs. 

Students receive formal training in basic computer applications through whole group, 
small group and individualized instruction. They then proceed at their own pace using 
materials and manuals. Students may choose to specialize in a particular technology area 
after demonstrating a basic understanding and may decide to do projects involving 
Internet research, graphic arts, programming, specialized software for business, science 
or other disciplines. The main project for all TMs this year is developing a web page for 
the school. Other projects included video production, VCR setup and troubleshooting, 
and general technology maintenance. Although not for credit, students were given due 
dates for completing projects. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Video production, VCR setup and troubleshooting, general technology 

maintenance (e.g., loading software, fixing computers, file management, etc.), printing students' 
school pictures off of CD-ROM for teachers, scanning pictures for teachers. 

• Total service hours: unknown 

Distinctive Features: Includes non-computer technology. 
Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 5 (4 boys, 1 girl) 
• Grade levels: 6-12 
• Other characteristics: none 

Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

2 
media specialist, classroom teacher 
unknown 
unknown 

Future Plans: To increase the number of TM students to a maximum of 10 to meet interest. 
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HAYFIELD 

K-12 District Enrollment: 1000 to 2000 
Technology Context: Advanced stages of connectivity with multimedia computers. 

Purpose: To train students to assist other students and staff in using the computer systems 
throughout the school district. 

Eligibility: Grades 7-12. Students complete a formal application. Minimum qualifications include: 
interest and enthusiasm in applying technology to solve problems, strong verbal and 
written communication skills, willingness to commit at least one hour each day and two 
hours after school each week, demonstrated ethical and responsible behavior, and 
demonstrated self-directed learning. Students may remain in the program as long as they 
attend the school and continue to learn and assist others. 

Structure: For credit through independent study provided program requirements are met. TMs meet 
once a week after school for training and planning. Students serve at least one hour a day 
in the high school or elementary libraries or computer labs assisting students and 
teachers with applications and hardware. 

Activities: The emphasis is on fulfilling the Minnesota Graduation Inquiry Standard with 
curriculum outcomes that include: proficiency in learning and teaching skills; 
troubleshooting and maintaining computers and peripherals; and basic computer, 
telecommunications, video, audio, and photography skills. TMs complete a Project Plan 
that includes learning objectives, technology skills, mentor responsibility, activities, 
resources, and evaluation. Formal training includes basic computer and video 
applications with students proceeding at their own pace using training materials and 
manuals. Students may choose to specialize in a particular technology area after 
demonstrating a basic understanding or do special projects involving Internet research, 
graphic arts, programming, or specialized software for business, science or other 
disciplines. These projects may involve working with a business or community 
organization to develop technology plans, install or maintain software or hardware, run 
simulations, etc. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Assisting students and teachers with software and hardware in the media centers, 

computer labs, and classrooms. 
• Total service hours: 2880 

Distinctive Features: Large number of girls participating in the program. 
Student Profile (spr ing 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 16 (5 boys, 11 girls) 
• Grade levels : 7-12 
• Other characteristics: none 
Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours : 

1 (other staff serve as mentors for TM projects) 
librarian 
2 hours per week from grant funds 
160 ( 4 hours per week) 

Future Plans: Continue the program. 
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HOUSTON 

K-12 District Enrollment: 500 to 1000 
Technology Context: Intermediate connectivity status with multimedia computers. 

Purpose: To train students to serve as technology resources for other students and staff. 

Eligibility: Grades 9-12. Standard course enrollment with pre-requisite technology experience. 

Structure: For credit class. Meets one hour every day. After completing the class, students may 
apply to be a TechMaster the following year and help students and teachers. 

Activities: The focus is on video production and editing using computers and other image 
processing technology. Students also learn the basics of setting up and maintaining 
computers and networks; web page design for departments (with possibility of offering 
this service to local businesses); and how to teach and work with adults. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Setting up and networking computers, copying films for teachers, videotaping 

classes, managing email server, designing web pages for each department, producing the daily school 
announcements. 

• Total service hours: 1970 

Distinctive Features: The focus on video production and editing was intended as a way to provide 
interested students with the skills needed to fill a gap in the community regarding limited access to 
"public access" television (currently, the production studio is out-of-town). 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 
• Grade levels: 
• Other characteristics: 

Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

11 
9-12 

(9 boys, 2 girls) 

gifted and talented 

computer science/mathematics teacher/technology coord. 
112 compensated hours including class time 
112 

Future Plans: Will offer the TM course again. Had more students sign up last year than space avai lable 
in the class. All returning TechMaster students want to participate in some capacity next year. Along 
with adding web page design, we want to improve and expand our daily announcements video. 
TechMasters will also provide support to a class being offered through another grant. 
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KASSON-MANTORVILLE 

K-12 District Enrollment: 1000 to 2000 
Technology Context: Advanced connectivity status with multimedia computers. 

Purpose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

Extend the role of the "Tech Team", a group of students who act as technology resources 
for the school. 

Grades 9-12. Began with students on the "Tech Team" started by previous media 
coordinator. Currently all honor students are invited to participate in the program upon 
recommendation by teachers and staff. 

For credit as an independent study. Students schedule a two-hour block each day and 
engage in informal self-paced and guided learning; assist teachers by setting up and 
training them to use equipment and software in their classroom; help students in the 
media center; and maintain labs. The technology coordinator monitors activities and 
progress on individual and group projects. Some students were also placed in the 
community (e.g., courthouse, newspaper) in paid apprenticeships. 

Training varies depending on the skill level of students but includes proficiencies in 
basic computer and peripheral operations, use of different platforms and operating 
systems, networking setup and maintenance, and software (e.g. , productivity, 
presentation, utilities). Students work on projects as determined by the technology 
coordinator and are informally assessed in their progress on a daily basis both through 
their work with students and teachers and on individual projects. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Setup and maintain networks, load software for teachers, troubleshooting hardware 

and software problems, backing up the systems 
• Total service hours: hundreds 

Distinctive Features: Students have complete access to the school's technology. 

Student Profile (spr ing 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 5 (all boys) 
• Grade levels: 9-12 
• Other characteristics: honor students 

Staff Profile: 
• Number of program staff: 
• Regular position at school : technology coordinator 
• Compensation: portion of regular staff time is dedicated to the project 
• Total staff hours: 50 

Future Plans: With a formal TM manager on board, will expand the program, develop specific program 
guidelines and criteria for participation. Will also require that TM students present at the Techpo 
conference. 
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KINGSLAND 

K-12 District Enrollment: 1000 to 2000 
Technology Context: Early stages of connectivity with a mix of old and new computers. 

Purpose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

To train students to be technology resources for other students, staff and the community. 

Grades 9-11. Requires an application including one teacher and one peer 
recommendation and an interview. Students must be willing to commit to the program 
guidelines, including setting a self-directed individual educational plan, for at least 2 
years. 

For credit class during the first 6-week term. Thereafter, students meet weekly for 
planing, work independently on projects they have chosen, and assist other students, staff 
and the community. Students are required to write a personal learning plan stating their 
goals for the program; track their own progress in journals and daily logs; self-assign a 
grade for the class; attend summer training and other workshops and conferences during 
the school year; meet weekly after school for 1.5 hours; and provide mentoring and 
training for students, staff and the community. 

Students learn basic computer operations; applications (e.g., productivity, presentation, 
graphics, Hyperstudio ); Internet use; evaluation of software; and teaching skills. TMs are 
also required to demonstrate mastery of one technology add-on (e.g., LCD panel 
projectors, digital cameras, scanners, video, etc.). This includes writing directions for use 
and training the other TM students on the use of the technology add-on that was their 
specialty. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Workshops for students and staff on various technology skills and how they may 

be put to use in the curriculum; teaching community education class on Internet use; troubleshooting 
at elementary and middle school; and setting up equipment. 

• Total service hours : NA (assistance to students and teachers was on a very informal basis) 

Distinctive Features: TMs were required to write individual educational plans for the program. 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 7 (5 boys, 2 girls) 
• Grade levels: 10-11 
• Other characteristics: no 

Staff Profile: 
• Number of program staff: 2 
• Regular position at school: librarian; English teacher 
• Compensation: none 
• Total staff hours: 165 
Future Plans: Program will continue in some form but not certain how staff changes will affect it. 
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LACRESCENT-HOKAH 

K-12 District Enrollment : 1000 to 2000 
Technology Context: Intermediate to advanced stages of connectivity. (Computer status 

unavailable.) 

Purpose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

To train students and teachers to serve as technology resources for other students and 
teachers. 

unknown 

Non-credit activity. TM students also attend workshops off-site and work with TM staff 
and on their own as time permits. TM staff attend monthly meetings with TM staff from 
other schools and meet bi-weekly within the district; serve on the district's technology 
committee; assist the district's technology specialist; read journals and attend workshops 
and seminars to increase knowledge of technology; and order hardware and software. 
TM staff are available to assist other teachers one hour a day, two days a week usually 
during prep hour or after school. 

TM students worked on developing and maintaining a web page. TM staff read journals 
and attend workshops and seminars to increase knowledge of technology (e.g., web page 
design and Internet) and to learn new software applications. 

Ser vices Provided: 
• Types of service: setting up and maintaining new computers; providing inservice on "Technology 

Use in the Classroom" and network security systems; providing ongoing technical support for 
computers in classrooms and labs including one-on-one training for teachers on applications and use 
of peripherals and the Internet; ordering hardware and software; writing curriculum to teach Internet 
skills; helping teachers to develop multi-media presentations; converting teacher and student files to 
school programs for printing. 

• Total service hours: unknown 

Distinctive Features: Emphasis on training TM teachers. Less student involvement because of limited 
computer availability. 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 
• Grade levels: 
• Other characteristics : 

Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

2 (gender unknown) 
high school 
unknown 

3 
classroom teachers 
unknown 
unknown 

Future Plans: Will involve more students including those at the elementary level once more computers 
become available. 
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MABEL-CANTON 

K-12 District Enrollment: less than 500 
Technology Context: Intermediate stage of connectivity with mix of old and new computers. 

Purpose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

To train students to serve as technology resources for other students and teachers. 

Grades 7-12. Regular class enrollment with review by program staff to determine which 
students would benefit most from the program. 

For credit through independent study. Students arrange time to meet with TM staff 
(either during the 45-minute split block, before or after school, or during one of their 
regular 80-minute blocks) . Students also staff a technology help desk in the media 
center, assist in the computer labs when they are open in the evening and with 
community education or elementary classes as needed. 

Students learn about network management, operation, and maintenance; electronic 
research tools; computer image processing; productivity tools; web page design; file 
management; email; computers and other peripherals (e.g. , printers and scanners); and 
teaching skills. Training includes on-site coursework and workshops at the Techspo 
conferences. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Wiring the computer labs and setting up network; setting up an email server and 

configuring network software. 
• Total service hours: 200 

Distinctive Features: TMs responsible for network maintenance. 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 20 (14 boys, 6 girls) 
• Grade levels: 
• Other characteristics: 

Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

10-12 
none 

1 (other teachers act as mentors for student projects) 
technology coordinator/classroom teacher 
as if teaching an extra class 
175 

Future Plans: Will have TMs help load software during the summer; teach them to maintain the 
network; and have them ass ist students and teachers in using the Internet. 
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PINE ISLAND 

K-12 District Enrollment: 1000 to 2000 
Technology Context : Early stages of connectivity with older computers. 

Purpose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

To train students and teachers to be technology resources for the school and community . 

Grades 9-12. The program initially targeted gifted and talented students, especially those 
with more advanced technology skills. Now the program is open to any interested 
student who can commit time to the program. Students are expected to keep up with their 
regular schoolwork to remain in the program. 

Non-credit activity. No regular meeting time possible because of students' varied 
schedules. Students touch base with the program coordinator and assist in the media 
center when they are available (about 1 hour each day). Program began in the summer 
with students assisting in the media center for $5/hour. 

Students learning activities are based on their interest and skill level and include 
technology add-on ' s (QuickCam, TV presentations with computers, scanners), computer 
image processing, and system security. TMs also incorporate assignments from other 
classes. For example, as part of a community-based, school-to-work project for 
composition class two TM students researched the issues related to installing a Tl line, 
wrote up the different options, and presented them to the school board. The report 
included all of the technical details and schematic drawings to show the necessary 
wiring. Other students utilized a modeling and simulation program in working with a 
local nursing home. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Installing software for grades K-12 and monitoring Internet use by other students. 
• Total service hours: 300 

Distinctive Features: Very informal program, but students actively involved in complex projects. 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 12 (8 boys, 4 girls) 
• Grade levels: 
• Other characteristics: 

Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school : 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

10-12 
none 

2 
supervisory staff; technology coord/gifted & enrichment coord 
1 hour regular salary and $2500 from IT3 grant 
496 

Future Plans: More students signed up for next year. Are planning to have TMs create and maintain a 
school web site. 
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ROCHESTER 

K-12 District Enrollment: more than 2000 
Technology Context: Advanced stages of connectivity with multimedia computers. 

Pur pose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

To create a core group of students who can serve as leaders in the school, train other 
students and staff, and provide other technology services to the school community. 

Grades 8-12. One program targeted gifted and talented students. Another monitored 
enrollment to ensure a balance of boys and girls. Others were open to all students based 
on interest, time and level of technology expertise. 

For credit and non-credit activities. Each site designs and implements it's own version of 
the TM program. While some are structured as classes, others are formally registered as 
clubs, and others operate more informally. Most activities take place during the day and 
after school. Some groups meet regularly while others have students check-in with the 
program coordinator on a more informal basis. The degree to which TM students assist 
with technology throughout each school also varies. All programs, however, encourage 
TMs to assist other students and to work on projects that affect the entire school (e.g., 
school web page) . 

Learning activities also vary by site. At one site, students focused on web page design 
and management; information management and use (e.g., searching the Internet); and 
computer image processing. At another, students learned to use Quick Time Virtual 
Reality (QTVR) to document the progress of construction on the new high school. The 
TM students and teachers photographed the site on a regular basis and ' stitched' the 
scenes together and place them on a web site to provide the community with a virtual 
tour of the construction site. Students also created and maintained the web site, and 
presented their QTVR project at an international Computer Image Processing 
conference. Collaborative skills were emphasized in all projects. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Developing a web site for the school; assisting with on-line technology in the 

library; and recording progress of construction at new school as a virtual reality "tour". 
• Total service hours: Unknown 
Distinctive Features: Variety of programs at multiple sites; coordination at the district level. 
Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 

• Grade levels: 
• Other characteristics: 
Staff Profile: 

unknown 
8-12 
some gifted and talented 

• Number of program staff: 2 at the district level (multiple mentors at each site) 
• Regular position at school: staff development coordinator, gifted and talented coordinator 

(on-site: classroom teachers, technology and media specialists) 
• Compensation: release time for planning; stipends for training opportunities 
• Total staff hours: unknown 
Future Plans: More students signed up for next year. Planning to have TMs create and maintain a 
school web site. 
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WABASHA-KELLOGG 

K-12 District Enrollment: 500 to 1000 
Technology Context: Intermediate stages of connectivity with older computers. 

Purpose: To train students and teachers to be technology resources for the school and community. 

Eligibility: Grades 10-12. Requires an application including a teacher recommendation . Minimum 
qualifications are interest, responsible, and technology skills. 

Structure: Non-credit activity. Students work at the helpdesk in the media center and in the 
computer labs both before and after school and as avai lable during the school day. TM 
meetings are held before or after school once a week. 

Activities: Students engage in independent and hands-on activities and attend workshops; view 
demonstrations by mentors; and work at their own pace using tutorials. Topics include: 
basic systems operations (e.g., file management, Windows 95); Internet use and 
productivity tools (e.g., spreadsheets); email; installing software and setting up shortcuts; 
and web page design including scanning. Students are required to create a web page for 
an extracurricular area and a department (e.g., put up baseball schedule with scores that 
was initially created in a spreadsheet). More advanced students learn how to link HTML 
files to put on the server 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: training teachers on Internet use; system setup and maintenance 
• Total service hours : unknown 

Distinctive Features: Each student required to create a web page for an extracurricular area and a 
department. 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 10 (8 boys, 2 girls) 
• Grade levels: 
• Other characteristics: 

Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

9-12 
special needs 

math teacher/ technology coordinator 
reduced teaching load for the school year 
6 hours per week 

Future Plans: Next year TM will be a formal class including more emphasis on providing service to the 
school. Will arrange to have one TM available each hour of the day for assisting students and teachers. 
TMs will help maintain the technology (e.g., web pages, network) and assist teachers with special 
projects. 
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ZUMBROTA-MAZEPPA 

K-12 District Enrollment: 1000 to 2000 
Technology Context: Early stages of connectivity with multimedia computers. 

Purpose: 

Eligibility: 

Structure: 

Activities: 

To facilitate a faster and more efficient implementation and more effective utilization of 
the incoming technology by both teachers and students within the district. 

Grades 8-12. Current TMs were technologically skills students identified by staff. 
(School is in the process of developing an application.) 

Non-credit activity. Although many of the students were already enrolled in the TV 
production or computer programming classes, their participation as a TechMaster was 
voluntary. Students work with program staff on special projects; assist students before 
and after school and on their free time during the school day; attend workshops. 

Students receive training through existing classes, workshops, and "on-the-job" training 
with program staff. Topics include: basic hardware and software operations and 
maintenance; productivity tools; basic Internet use; researching other schools for 
information on issues related to acceptable Internet use; and video editing. Special 
projects involving video editing included the production of the dai ly school 
announcements and programs on prom safety, tornado safety, and the history of a local 
covered bridge. 

Services Provided: 
• Types of service: Setting up new computers and installing software; ssisting other students. 
• Total service hours: 20 

Distinctive Features: TMs are viewed as integral to the district's technology plan in the assistance they 
provide with installation and training. 

Student Profile (spring 1997) 
• Total Number Students: 13 (8 boys, 5 girls) 
• Grade levels: 
• Other characteristics: 

Staff Profile: 

• Number of program staff: 

• Regular position at school: 

• Compensation: 

• Total staff hours: 

11-12 
no 

3 
classroom teacher, technology coordinator, media specialist 
part of regular teaching load 
20 hours administrative in addition to regular class periods 

Future Plans: The school is currently developing guidelines for TM program (e.g., how select and train 
students) . Next year the program will also include 5tl' graders. Once the new technology arrives, TMs 
will: (1) provide research service for students and teachers who need or want information that my not be 
accessible to them elsewhere; (2) train other students and teachers who want to get a head start on the 
training that will be provided at a later date, and (3) develop a directory of educational web sites. 
Students will also assist in the media center during study halls . 
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Appendix C: Evaluation Design 

The Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement (CAREI) at the University of 
Minnesota was hired in October of 1996 to evaluate the of the SE Learning Collaborative's 
model of Teaching and Learning for the 2 lst Century. Planning for the evaluation began in the 
fall of 1996 with site-based data collection beginning in February through May 1997. 

This evaluation was designed to provide: 

1. Documentation of program activities 
2. Progress indicators for each of the five project components: 

• Connectivity 
• Staff development 
• NetWeavers/Simulation/Computer Image Processing 
• TechMasters 
• Student Information Management 

3. Outcome indicators related to: 
• student learning 
• student achievement 
• teachers' technology skills 

4. Dissemination of evaluation results 

Data Collection 

To gather the necessary data, six major data collection activities were employed: 

1. Attendance at monthly Advisory Group meetings. 
2. Site visits to the 4 development and 13 of the 14 full pilot sites (partial pilot sites were 

only involved in connectivity activities). These visits included: 
• interviews with school principals, technology coordinators, IT3 project staff and 

informal meetings with students and teachers, 
• tours to view the school's installed technology, and 
• review of the school's technology plan. 

3. Review ofrelevant project materials, including: 
• The Review (newspaper) 
• Tech Briefs (newsletter) 
• project web page 
• progress reports 
• staff development announcements 
• other project mailings 

4. Attendance at conferences sponsored by the project and selected workshops regarding 
information management systems: 
• Techspo '96 
• TechNet '97 
• Abacus training 
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5. A survey of all staff development participants 
6. Final site reports including: 

• status ofTechMaster program, surveys of TechMaster students and program director 
• status ofNetWeaver projects, surveys of Net Weaver students and teachers 
• status of information management system projects (Abacus) 
• status of connectivity activities 
• evaluation of dissemination process 
• evaluation of TM/NW replication process 

Reporting 

This final report documents the program activities and indicators of progress and performance 
for each of the project components. Initial results from the Southeast Learning Collaborative 
evaluation were presented in October, 1997 at Techspo '97. The workshop was attended by over 
20 registrants representing public and private schools in southeast Minnesota. 
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